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it is straightforward to design a music appliance to respond to usage limits of zero (e.g.

“do not copy") and infinity (e.g. "unrestricted copying permitted," and “unrestricted playing

permitted"). The device simply examines one or more hits in the vratennark data, and permits i

(or refuses) an operation based on the value thereof.

Implementation of the other usage-control restrictions can proceed in various ways.

Generally speaking, the stored music can be altered to give effect to the usagecontrol

restrictions. For example, if the music is "record-once,” than at the time of recording, the

appliance can allcr the music. in a fashion indicating that it now has “do not record" status. This

alteration can be done, c.g., by changing the watermark data embedded in the stored music (or

adding Waterrnarlc data), by changing other data stored in association with the music, etc. If the

original signal is stored (as opposed, e.g., to a streaming signal, such as an intcrnct or wireless

transmssion), it too should be so-altered. -

Likewise with playback limitations. The number ofplaybacks remaining can, e.g.. be

encoded in an updated watermark in the music, be tracked in a separate counter, etc.

More particularly considering the “copy once" usage restriction, an illustrative

embodiment provides two distinct watermark payload hits: a "copy once“ bit and a “copy

never" bit. when originally distributed (whether by intcrnct, wireless, or otherwise), the "copy

once" bit is set, and the "copy never“ hit is on-set.

When music encoded in this fashion is provided to a compliant recording device, the

device is authorized to make one copy. (A compliant device is one that recognizes encoded

watermark data, and behaves as dictated by the watermark.) When this privilege is exercised,

the recording device must alter the data to ensure that no further copying is possible. In the

illustrated embodiment, this alteration is effected by the recording device adding a second

watermark to both the music, with the “copy never" bit asserted. The second watermark must

generally be encoded in an "orthogonai” domain, so that it will be detectable notwithstanding

the continued presence of the original watermark. Compliant equipment must then check for

‘both watermarks, and refuse to copy ifeithcr is found to have the "copy never" hit asserted.

One advantage to this arrangement is that ifthe watermark signal has undergone some

form of corruption (e.g. scaling or resampiing), the first waterrnark may have been weakened.

In contrast, the second watermark will be native to the corrupted signal, and thus he more easily

detected. (The corruption may aiso contribute to the orthogonality of one watermark relative to

the other, since the two watermarks may not have precisely the same time base or other

foundation.)
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An alternative approach is not to encode the "copy never" hit in the original rnt1sic,hut

leave this bit (in whatever manifestation) blank (i.e. neither “l" nor "0”}. In transform-based

watermark techniques, this can mean leaving transform coefficient(s) corresponding to the

“copy never" hit unchanged. If the watermarking is effected in the temporal sample domain

(or spatial domain, for image data). this can mean leaving certain samples (pixels) unmotiified.

The recording device can then alter the transform coefficients and/or samples as necessary to

assert the previously-uncncodcd “copy never" bit when the permitted recording is made.

In such a system, compliant recording devices check for the “copy never" hit in the

sole watermark, and refuse to make a copy if it is asserted {ignoring the vaiue of any “copy

once" bit).

A third approach to “copy once” is to set both the “copy once” and “copy never” bits.

but set the former bit very weakly {e.g. using lower gain andfor high frequency DCT

coefficients that do not survive certain processing). The trail “copy once" bit is designed not to

survive common corruptions, e.g., rcsarnpliog, scaling, digital to anaiog conversion, etc. To

further assure that the “copy once“ bit is lost, the recording device can deliberately add a weak

noise signal that masks this bit (c.g. by adding a noise signal in the frequency band whose DCT

coefficient conveys the “copy once” bit). In contrast, the “never copy” bit is unchanged and

reliably detectable.

In such a system, compliant devices check for the “copy once" bit in the sole

watermark, and refuse to make a copy if it is not detected as set.

These three exompies are but illustrations of many possihie techniques for changing the

rights associated with a work. Many other techniques are known. See, e.g., the proposals for

watermaflcbased copy controi systems for digital video at the Copy Protection Technical

Working Group, ht_tQ:f/www.dvcc.co:rt/ditsgg', from which certain of the foregoing examples are

drawn. See also Bloom et al, “Copy Protection for DVD Vi:ico,"1EEE Proceedings, Special
Issue on Identification and Protection of Multimedia Information, June. 1999.

Scaleahiiitgg

One feature that is desirable in many detector embodiments is scalcabiiity. This refers

to the ability of a detector to scale its computational demands to match the computational

resources availabic to it. If a detector is running on a high performance Pentium III

workstation, it should be “doing more” than if the same detector is running on it slow

microcontrollcr. One way scalability can be achieved is by processing more or less chunks of

input data (cg. temporal excerpts of music, or blocksimacroblocks of pixels in a frame ofvideo
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data) to decode watermarks. For example, an input audio stream might be broken into chunks

of one second each. A fast processor may complete decoding of each chunk in less than a

second permitting it successively to process each chunk in the data stream. In contrast, a slow

processor may require two and a half seconds to decode the watermark from a chunk. While it

is processing a first chunk, the second and third pass by ttmiecoded. The processor next grabs

and processes the fourth chunk, permitting the fifth and sixth to pass by un-encoded.

The detector running on the fast processor is clearly more difficult to “fool," and yields

a decoded watermark oi‘higher confidence. But both systems decode the watermark, and both

operate in “real time."

The skipping of input data in the temporal (cg. music or video} or spatial (e.g. image

or video) domain is but one example ofhow scaleabilrty can be achieved. Many other

approaches are known to those skilled in the art. Some of these alternatives rely on spending

more or less time in the data analysis phases of watermark decoding, such as crosscorrclation

operations.

Reference has been made to watennarked UIDS as referringto a database‘ from which

"larger data strings {e.g. web addresses, musician names. etc.) can be retrieved. In some

embodiments, the data record referenced by a UID can, in turn, point to several other database

records. By such arrangements, it is often possible to reduce the payload of the watermark,

since 2 single UID reference can lead to several different data records.

Production Tools

In the prior art, the watermark embedded in a source material is typically consistent and

static through a work — unchanging fi'om beginning to end. But as will be recognized from the

foregoing, there are many applications that are better served by changing the watermark data

dynamically during the course of the work. According to another aspect of the invention, a

production tool is provided that facilitates the selection and embedding of dynamically-

changing watermark data. One such embodiment is a software program having at user interface

that graphically displays the different watermark fields that are being embedded in a work, and

presents a library of data (textuatly or by icons) that can be inserted into each field, and/or

permits the ‘user to type in data to be encoded. r-‘mother control on the U1 controls the advance

and rewind of the media, permitting the user to determine the location at which different

watermark data begins and ends. Graphical paradigms known from video- and audio-editing

tools can be used to indicate the starting and ending framesisamples for each different

watermark payload.
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Such a tool can be of the standalone variety,’ or can be integrated into the desktop

audio- and video- production and editing tools offered by vendors such as Avid, Adobe, Jaleo.

Pinnacle Systems, SoundForge, Sonic Foundry, Xing Technology. Prosoniq, and Sonic

Desktop Software.

Paygent-Based Systems

Another aspect ofthe present invention is the use ofanonyrnous payment tokens that

can be used to obtain content on the web. In one embodiment, a token comprises a 128-bit

pseudo-random number, to which additional bits identifying an issuing bank (or other issuing

institution) are appended. (The additional bits can be the II’ address of a web sewer of the

bank, a routing number identifying the bank for electronic wire transfers, or other identifier.)

The l28—bit. numbers are randomly generated by the bank ~ commonly as needed— and each

represents a fixed increment of money, e.g. ten cents.

A consumer wishing to have a store of currency for such commerce pays the bank, e.g.,

$10 in exchange for 100 tokens. These tokens are iimisferrcd electronically to disk or other

storage in the consumer‘s computer in response, e.g., to a credit card authorization, or may be

provided by diskette or other storage medium over the counter at a bank branch (in which case

the consumer thereafter copies the numbers into storage of his or her computer}. (Outlets other

than banks can of course be employed for distributing such numbers, much in the manner that

convenience and many grocery stores commonly issue money orders.)

Imagine that the consumer wishes to View the final quarter of a Trailblazer basketball

game that aired on television a week ago. (The consumer may have either missed the game, or

may have seen it but wants to see the last quarter again.) The user directs a web browser to a

web site maintained for such purpose and performs a search to identify the desired program.

(Typically, the web site is maintained by the proprietor that holds the copyright in the materiai,

but this need not be the case. Some material may be available at several web sites, e.g.,

maintained by ABC Sports, the National Basketball Association, and Sports Illustrated.) The

search can use any of various known search engines, e.g., Infoseek, Verity, ete., and can permit

searching by title terms, keywords, date of airing, copyright owner, etc. By typing in, e.g.. the

keyword ‘Trailblazers' and the date ‘M26199,’ the consumer is presented a listing of videos

available for download. One, hopefully, is the requested game. With each listing is an

indication of an associated nominal charge (e.g. 80 cents}.

On clicking on a hypertext link associated with the desired basketball game, the viewer

is presented a further screen with one or more options. The first of the listed options is the
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entire game, with commercials. The charge is the nominal charge presented tn the earlier

screen (i.e. 80 cents). Other options may include the first, second, third, and fourth quarters of

the game individually, each of which — save the East, costs 20 cents. The last may be charged at

a premium rate, eg., 30 cents. Clicking on the desired video option yields a further screen

through which payment is effected.

To pay for the requested video, the consumer instructs his or her computer to transfer

three of the earlier-purchased tokens over the web to the video provider. Various user interface

metaphors can be employed to facilitate this transfer, e.g., permitting the user to type the

amount of money to he transferred in a dialog "box presented onscreen, or droppingfdragging

icons representing tokens from an on-screen “wa1let" to an on-screen “ticket booth" (or over‘ an

icon or thumbnail representing the desired content), clicking on an “increment” counter

displayed adjacent the listing of the content, etc. Once the consumer has authorized a transfer

of suffi cicnt tokens, the consumer’s computer sends to the web site (or to such other web

address as HTML encoding in the viewed web page may indicate) the tokens. This

transmission simply takes the form of the three 328+ bit numbers (the ‘-1-’ indicating the bank

identifier) — in whatever packet or other format may be used by the intemet link. Once

dispatched in this manner, the tokens are deleted from the user’s computer, or simply marked as

spent. (Of course, in other embodiments, 3 record of the expenditure may be stored in the

consumer‘s computer, e.g., with the token contents and a record ofthe audio or video purchase

to which they were applied.)

Since the amount of money is nominal, no encryption is provided in this embodiment,

although encryption can natumlly be provided in other embodiments (c.g.. either in sending the

tokens from the user to the web site, or earlier, in sending the tokens to the user). As will be

seen, provided that the media provider immcdinteiy sends the tokens to the bank in real time,

encryption is a nice feature but not mandatory

On receipt of the token data, the web site immediately routes the token data to the

identified bank, together with an identifier of the media provider or account to which the funds

represented thereby are to be credited. The bank checks whether the 128-bit numbers have

been issued by that bank, and whether they have already been spent. If the numbers are valid,

the bank updates its disk-based records to indicate that the three tokens have been spent and

that the bank now owes the media supplier 30 cents, which it may either pay immediately (e.g.,

by crediting to an account identified by the media provider) or as one lump sum at the end of

the month. The bank then sends a message to the web site confirrning that the tokens were valid
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and credited to the requested account. (Optionally, a message can be sent to the purchaser of

the tokens (if lcnown), reporting that the tokens have been redeemed.)

In response, the web site begins delivery of the requested video to the consumer. In the

illustrated embodiment, the video is watermarked prior to delivery, but otherwise sent in

unencryptcd fashion, typically in streaming format, but optionally in file format. (Encryption

can be used in other embodiments.) The watermarking in the illustrated embodiment is

accomplished on—the—fly and can include various data, including the date of downloading, the

download site, the destination IP address, the identity of the purchaser (if known), etc.

The large size of the video and the small charge assessed therefor provide disincentives

for the consumer making illicit copies. (Especially as to archival material whose value decays

with time, there is not. much after-rnarkcl demand that could be served by illicit copies, making

third party compilation of such material for redistribution financially unattractive. First run

video, and material that keeps a high value over time, would not be as well suited for such

distribution, and could better employ technology disclosed elsewhere herein.)

In some embodiments, the integrity of the received video is checked on receipt. This

feature is described below in the section entitled Watermark-Based Receipts.

In the illustrative system. nothing in the tokens indicates the identity of the purchaser.

The web site knows the I? address of the site to which video was delivered, but need not

otherwise know the identity ofthe purchaser. The bank would probably maintain a record of

who purchased the tokens, but need not. In any event, such tokens could thereafter be

exchanged among consumers, resulting in anonymity from the bank. if desired.

As described above, the video excerpts from which the consumer can select include

commercials. At some sites, video may he provided from which the commercials have been

excised, or which is delivered in a manner that skips past the commercials without transmitting

same to the consumer. Such video will naturally command a premium price. In some

embodiments, the difference in price is electronically credited as compensation to accounts

maintained for (or by) the advertisers, whose advertisements are not being viewed by such

consumers. (The identification of advertisers to be credited is desirably permanently encoded

in the video, either throughout the video (if the video has had the commercials removed

therefrom), or by data in the commercials themselves (which commercials are shipped for

transmission to the consumer, but can still be decoded at the video head-end. Such encoding

can be by ind:-and watermarking or otherwise.)
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While the foregoing discussion particularly considered video as the desired content, the

same principles are equaiiy applicable in connection with audio, still imagery, and other
content.

The token-based payment method is but one of many that can be employed; the

literature relating to on-line payment mechanisms is extensive. and all such systems can

generally be here—emp1oyed.

Tracking 128-bit tokens can be a logistical probiern for the bank. One approach is to

have a memory with 10”" locations, and at each location store a two-bit value (eg. Oflrncvcr

issucd;,01=issued but not spent; l0=issued and spent; lE=reserved). More complete data couid

alternatively be stored, but such a memory would be irnpractically large.

One alternative approach is to hash each I28-hit number, when issued, to a much

smaller key value (e.g. 20 bits). A memory with 109° locations can be indexcdrby this key.

Each such location can include four data: an issued lZ8~bit token number that hashes to that

value, first and second date fields indicating the date/time on which that token was issued and

redeemed, respectively, and a link specifying the address ofa next memory location. That next

memory location (outside of the original I02” locations) can include four more data, this time

for a second issued=i28-bit token number that hashed to the original key value, two date fields,

and again with a link to a subsequent storage location, etc.

When a 128-bit random number is generated, the original memory location indexed by

the hash code of that number is checked for an earlier number of the identical value {to avoid

issuance ofduplicate tokens). Each successive location in the Einltcd chain of memory

iocations is checked for the same 128-bit number. When the end of the linked chain is reached,

the bank knows that the 128-bit random number has not previously been issued, and writes that

number in the last-addressed location, together with the date of issuance, and a link to a next

storage location.

When a 128-bit token is received, the same linkediist processing occurs to identify 3

first location, and to thereafter step through each subsequent location until a match is found

between the token number and the number stored in one of the linketf memory locations. When

found, that number is marked as redeemed by writing a redemption date/time in the

corresponding field. If the scorch reaches the end of the linked chain without finding a match

between the stored numbers and the token number, the token is treated as invalid (ie. not issued

by that bank}.

Other manners of tracking the large number ofpossible token numbers can of course be

used; the foregoing is just exemplary. Or the tokens needn’t be tracked at all. Such an
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arrangement is highly practical if the token has sufficient bits. With the illustrated 128 bits, for

example, the Chan cc of two identicai tokens being issued is infinitesimaily small, so checking

for duplicate issuance can he omitted if desired. In such case, the bank can simply maintain an

ordered list of the token numbers still outstanding and valid. As new tokens are dispensed,

their token numbers are added to the list. As tokens are redeemed, their numbers are deleted

from the list. Known list processing techniques can be employed to speed such search, update.

and delete actions.

Watermark-Based Receipts

Paydor-content applications commonly assume that if content is transmitted from a

server (or liead—end, etc.), it is necessarily received. Sometimes this assumption is wrong.

Network outages and intcrmptiorts and internet traffic load can diminish (e.g., dropped video

frames), or even negate (e.g., faiied delivery), expected consumer cttjcytrtcnt of content. In

such cases, the consumer is left to haggle with the content provider in order to obtain an

adjustment, or refund, of assessed charges.

Watermarks provide a mechanism for confirming receipt of content. If a watermark is

detected continuously during a download or other delivery event, a software program (or

hardware device) can issue an electronic receipt attesting that the content was properly

delivered." This receipt can be stored, and/or sent to the content distributor to confirm delivery.

In one embodiment, a content receiving device (c.g., computer, television or set-top box.

audio appliance, etc.) periodically decodes a watermark from the received content to con firm its

continued reception. For example, every five seconds a watermark detector can decode the

watermark and make a record of the decoded data (or simply record the fact of continued

detection of the same watermark). When a changed watcrrnark is detected (i.c., reception of a

different content object begin 5), the duration of the previously-received content is logged, and a

receipt is issued.

In a related embodiment, the last portion (c.g., 5 seconds. frame, etc.) of the content

hears it different “end of content" watermark that triggers issuance of a receipt. Such a

watermark can indicate the length of the content, to serve as a cross-check against the periodic

watermark polling. (E.g., ifpctiodic sampling at 2 second intervals yields 545 samples

corresponding to the same content, and if the “end of content" watermark indicates that the

content was 1090 seconds long, then receipt of the entire content can be confirmed.)

In another embodiment, the watermark can change during the course of the content by

including, e.g.. a datum that increments every frame or other increment of time (e.g., flame
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number, time stamp, ete.). A watermark detector can monitor the continued incrementing of

this datum throughout the content to confirm that no part was garbled (which would destroy the

watermark) or was otherwise missing. Again, at the end of deiivery, the receiving system can

issue a confirmation that XXX frames/seconds/etc. of the identified content were received.

One application of such technology is to biil for content based on receipt, rather than

transmission. Moreover, billings can be adjusted based on percentage of content-value

received. If delivery is interrupted mid-way through (e.g., by the consumer disabling the

content-receiving device). the nominal biihng for the content can be halved. Some prolonged

content, e.g,, televised/web-broadcast university classes, cannot be “consumed" in one session,

and are thus particularly well suited for such pay—as—you-consume billing.

Another application of such technology is in advertising verification. ?resently, ads are

tracked by transmission or._ less frequently, by detection of an embedded code on receipt (6.13 .

Nielsen Media Research’s patents 5,850,249 and 5,733,025). However. such reception-

detectors — once triggered — generally do not further note the length of time that the advertising

was received, so the same data is produced regardless ofwhether only five or 511)’ seconds of a

commercial is presented. Watermark monitoring as contemplated herein allows the duration of

the advertising impression to be precisely tracked,

In one application of this technology, recipients of advertising are provided incentives

for viewing advertising in its entirety. For example, a content-receiving device can include a

watermark detector that issues a receipt for each advertisement that is heard/viewed in its

entirety. These receipts can be redeemed, e.g., for content tokens as described elsewhere

herein, for monetary value, etc. In some embodiments, receipts are generic and can all be

applied to a desired premium, regardless of the advertisements through which they were earned.

In other embodiments, the receipts are associated with the particular advertisers (or class of

advertisers). Thus, a TV viewer who accumulates 50 receipts from advertising originating from

Procter & Gamble may be able to redeem same for a coupon good for $2.50 off any Procter &

Gambia product, or receipts from Delta Airlines may be redeemed for Delta frequency flier

miles (e.g.. at a rate ofone mile per minute of advertising). Such incentives are particularly

useful in new forms ofmedia that give the consumer enhanced opportunities to fast-forward or

otherwise skip advertising.

(Although the foregoing “receipt“ concept has been described in conjunction with

watermarl-t data (and use of watermark technology is believed to be inherently advantageous in

this application), the same principles can iikewise be implemented with ancillary data conveyed

by other means.)
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Master Global Address

As suggested above, it is desirable that each piece ofcontent have a web address {the

"Master Global Address" {MGA), or "Master 1? Address") associated with it. Such address is

typicaliy conveyed with the content, e.g., by an Ii’ address watermarked therein.

Consider a consumer who downloads a streaming video having an English ianguage

soundtrack. The viewer may not speak English, or may otherwise prefer to listen to the

snun dtraclr in another language. The user can decode the watennarlt data embedded in the

video and initiate a link to the associated web address. There the user is presented with a list of

soundtracks for that content object in other languages. The viewer can click on the desired

tanguage and receive same via a second simultaneous transmission (c.g., a second socket

channel). The consurnefs audio/‘video appliance can substitute the desired audio track for the

default English track.

If the streaming video and the alternative soundtrack are hosted on the same server,

synchronization is straightforward. The process governing transmission of the alternative

soundtrack identifies the process that is streaming video to the same IP address. Based on

SMPTE, or other timefframc data, the former process syncs to the latter. (If the two data

streams don’t originate through the same server, time/frame data can be relayed as necessary to

the alternative soundtrack server to effect synchronization.)

Another application of the Master Global Address is to serve as a point to which

monitoring stations can report the presence, or passage, of content. Consider. for example, a

copyright-aware node through which content signals pass, e..g., a computer node on a network,

a satellite transponder, etc. Whenever the node detects passage of a media object (e.g., by

reference to a fiie extension, such as MP3, IPG, AV], etc.), it sends a “ping“ over the internet to

the address encoded in the object, simply reporting passage of the object. Similar monitoring

facilities can be provided in end user computers, e.g., reporting FileOpen, Filesave, Printing, or

other use of content bearing MGA data.

This system can be expanded to include "ping" and “pong" phases of operation. When

a software application (or a user appliance, such as it video or audio playback device)

encounters a media object (e.g.. at time of file open. at time ofplayback, etc), it pings the

MGA site to report the encounter. The MGA site “pongs” back, responding with instructions

appropriate to the encounter. For example, ifthe object requires payment of a fee before fuii

functionality or access is to be granted, the MGA site can respond to the application with

instructions that the object be used (e.g., picyed back) oniy in some crippled state preventing
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the i.iser’s full enjoyment (e.g., impaired resolution, or impaired sound quality, or excerpts only,

etc). The MGA site can also inform the user application of the terms (e.g., payment) by which

full functionality can be obtained. The application can graphically or audibly present such

information to the user, who can authorize a payment, if desired, so that the content can be

enjoyed in a less- (or un-) crippled state. On receipt of the payment authorization, the MGA site

can inform the user application that enhanced aceessiusage rights have been purchased, and that

the apptication may proceed accordingly.

Yet another application of the MGA is to present the user of a content object a menu of

options that is customized to that object.

in current graphical operating systems, when a user ciicks on an icon {e.g.. with the

right mouse button), a menu is presented detailing actions that can be undertaken in connection

with the icon, or the tile represented thereby. Such options are prteprogrammed (i.e., static),

and are typically determined by the operating system based soleiy on the fits extension.

In accordance with this aspect of the present invention, ciiclcing on an icon representing

a media object initiates an internet link to the MGA site associated with the object. The MGA

site responds with data that is used to customize the menu of options presented to the user in

connection with that particular object.

Consider an icon representing a lI’G image fiie. Righsclicking on the icon may yieid a

menu that gives the user Various options presented by the operating system (e.g., delete,

compress, rename), and additionai options customized in accordance with data item the

object's MGA site. These customized options may include, e.g.,

(a) open in 100x150 pixel format for free;

(1)) open in 480x640 pixel format for ten cents;

(c) open in 960xl280 pi:-tel format for twenty cents;

(d) purchase rights to use this image in a newsletter having a circulation of under 1000

for S 1.25;

(e) display a comptete listing of license options.

Clicking on options (b) or {c) initiates a commerce application through which funds are

electronically transferred to the MGA site (by the above-described tokens or otherwise}. In

response, the MGA site responds (e.g.. with TCP/ll’ or HTML instructions) authorizing an

application on the uscr’s computer to open the file in the requested manner. (The dc fault

application for IPG applications can then automatically be launched, or the computer may first

query the user whether another application should be used instead.)
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Clicking on option (:1) proceeds as above, and permits full use of the image on the

computer. Moreover. the M619; site sends a digital certificate to the users computer

rnemoriaiizing the usage rights purchased by the consumer.

In this particular arrangement, no access control is placed on the content, c.g., by

encryption. secure container technology. or the like. The nominal fees. and the ease of

licensing, make it simple for the user to “do the right thing” and avoid copyright liability. In

other embodirncnts,of course, known access control techniques can be used to limit use of the

object until the requisite payment has been made.

Naturally, records of all such transactions are also logged at the MGA site.

Clicking on option (e) opens a browser window on the user‘s computer to a web site

that presents a complete listing oflicensc options available for that image. (The address of this

web site is included in customization data relayed to the user device from the MGA site, but not

explicitly shown to the user on the menu.) Through such web site, the user can select desired

rights, effect payment, and receive the necessary authorization for software applications on the

usci"s computer (or other media appliance) to open and/or process the content.

The object on which the user "clicks" needs’! be an icon. It can be an image or other

graphical representation. (And a “click” isn’t necessary; a voice command or other signal may

be used to the some effect with an audio clip or selection.)

Consider the popular merchandising ofbooks and CDs over the intemet. A IPG or

other image file depicting the cover ofa book. or the artwork of a CD cover, can be treated as a

media object, and can include a watermarked MGA pointer. Riglit-clicking on such an image

of a book cover could. through the MGA site. present to the user a menu of options that

includes - in addition to those nornmily presented in conjunction with a IPG file — the

following:

(3) “See the review of this book published in the New York Times on April 19. 199.9"

(is) “See the list of reviews ofthis book at Arna2on.com"

(c) “Enter your own review of this book, for posting on Amazon.com"

(d) “Sec today’s sales rank of this book at Amazon.com‘’

(c) “Purchase this book. from Amazoncom for $16.95"

(0 “Purchase this book from Barncsandnoblccom for $19.95 and receive it $5.09

credit towards your next purchase"

(g) “Link to the web site that tells about the release of this title as a motion picture

(presently scheduled to open on October 10, 1999)”

(it) “Link to the Yahoo listing of web sites relating to this book“
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(i) “Search Lycos for listings relating to this book.”

If the user selects one of the purchase options from the menu, a prc-stored c-commerce

profile -- containing the user name, credit card number, billing address, shipto address, etc.,

possibly in the form of an encrypted object -- couid be sent to the MGA site (or to the

bookseller) to effect the purchase, or such selection could initiate display of additional screens

or sub-menus through which the user would manually enter or select such information for

transmission.

Others of the selections cause it new browser window to open on the user's computer,

opening to a URL specified in data reiayed from the MGA site but not displayed to the user in

the menu. Appropriate HTML instructions can be generated to effect a particular query or

other operation at the specified URL.

In some embodiments, the customized menu presents only a single choice in addition

to those normaily provided by the operating system, e.g., “Link to home.“ Clicking on this

option opens a browser window to a home page at the MGA for that object. On that page, the

user is presented with al! of the foregoing options, and more (possibly including advertising

graphics or multi-media). Such objects can serve as powerful marketing agents. Returning to

the example discussed above, a JPG image file of a book cover may have. as its MGA, 8 web

page hosted by a particular booltselicr, providing purchase options and other information for

that book. Marketing ofbooics (or CD5, or cars, or consumer apptianccs. or virttmlly anything

eise) can be effected by disseminating such vendor-issued JPGs as widely as possible. Some

book cover .ll’Gs may be distributed by Amazon.com, others by Bamcs&Noblc.corn. others by

Bordcrs.com -— each pointing back to a different MGA through which purchase transactions for

that book may he performed.

Returning to the MGA-customized menus, these needn't be limited to menus resulting

from clicking on an icon or image (or signaling during an audio excerpt). Drop—down menus in

application proggrams can likewise be populated with customized options, in accordance with

customization data obtained from the MGA site for the object presently being accessed or used.

Most graphical operating systems and application programs have well developed toolscts

permitting such menu customization. Again, other data relayed from the MGA site is not shown

to the user, but is employed by the computer {e.g., a browser program) to carry out menu

options selected by the user.

Again the foregoing techniques are equally applicable for stilt images, audio, video,

and other forms of content, and can readily be adapted for use both with general purpose

computers, software applications. and specialized media appliances.
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While, for expository Convenience, the foregoing discussion contcmpiatcd embedding a

literal URL address in the object as the MGA, more typically this is not the case. Instead, the

MGA more commonly comprises identification data for the object (e.g. a 128-bit random ID),

together with the URL for a name server computer that serves many (perhaps millions) of such

objects (an example ofthe latter is the Digimaro MarcCentre server).

To obtain the desired data as detailed above, the user's computer (sometimes tanned a

client computer} links to the name server computer and provides the ID ofthe object being

processed. The name server computer uses this ID to query a database. and obtains from the

database the current IP address to which such queries shouid be routed. The name server

computer can relay the request from the ciient computer to the correct destination address, or

can return the correct destination address to the client computer, which can initiate such a link

itself. By such arrangement, the IP address ultimately associated with an object can be easily

changed as needed, simply by changing the corresponding record in the name server database,

without rendering obsolete legacy objects having out-of-date addresses encoded therein.

in some embodiments. the URL of the name server needn’t be included in the

watermark. In the absence of a specified URL, the client computer may direct such links to a

default name server address instead {stored locally or remotely). If that server doesn‘t

recognize the object ID, it can return an eirorcodc, or pass the query on to other name servers.

Those servers, in turn, can pass the query along to stiil other name servers if they don’t

recognize the object 1]). In this fashion, an exponentially-iargo number ofname servers might

be quickiy polled for information rc-iatirtg to the identified object. Alternatively, rather than

encoding the complete IP address of the name server in an object watermark, the first N (c.g.,

16) bits of the object ID might be used as o short—hand for one of 65,536 predetermined name

server addresses, in accordance with data stored locally (e.g., on RAM or disk in the user’s

computer) or remotely (e.g., at a default name server IP address).

While the basic concept idea behind embedding MGA data within an object is to point

to a repository of data about the object, a pointer the other way may be achieved as well.

As noted, the “ping" application ofMGA data permits an MGA site to be informed of

sites through which its object passes. More gencraliy, the MGA site can log the originating

address of each query it receives. Each such address can be presumed to have (or have had) a

copy of the corresponding object. Media owners can thereby track the dissemination of copies

of their media objects - at least insofar as use of such objects entails communicating with tho

associated MGA site.
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Such tracking offers a great number ofopportunities, some in the area of commerce.

The MGA site corresponding to the cover art of a Garth Brooks CD, for exampie, can provide a

listing ofIP addresses ofpersons interested in that CD. Email or promotional data objects (e.g..

audio clips) can be sent to that list of addresses when a subsequent Garth Brooks CD is

released.

Such tracking also opens up a new dimension of intemet searching. Presently, intemel

Search engines use a brute force approach, visiting millions of pages across the web in order to

identify, for example, a dozen instances ofa given photograph file. MGAS offer a shortcut to

such brute force approaches. With the present technology, a search engine can find a single

instance of a photograph file and. by detection ofthe MGA data watermarked therein, link to

the corresponding MGA site. From the MGA site, the search engine can obtain a listing (if

such queries are authorized} of some or ail of the other sites icnown by the MGA site to have

copies ofthat photograph file. (Eh-oviding such data to search engines is e commerce

opportunity for such MGA sites, which may permit such access to its listing of sites only in

exchange for a fee. Or the MGA site may arrange to collect a tribute payment from the search

engine proprietor each time the engine responds to a user query using data collected from the

MGA site.)

Many of the addresses logged by the MBA may not he pubiicly-accessible data stores.

The search engine can check each listed address to ensure that the desired object is present and

accessible before adding the address to its database.

Covert Tracing

Co-pending application O9f185,38G describes anti-counterfeiting technology that looks

for the presence ofdigital data corresponding to banknote imagery in a computer system, and

makes a covert record of any attempt to process such data (c.g., Scan, FileOpen, FileSave,

Print, Edit, etc.). Such records are hidden from the user of the: system (using, e.g., various data

encryption and obscuring techniques), but authorized law enforcement ufficiais are provided

tools by which these records can be recovered. The forensic data thereby obtained may prove

usefiil in prosecuting counterfeiicrs. (Knowledge that 2 computer may be covertly sloring

evidence ofatternpled counterfeiting actions may prove as. or more. valuable in deterring

counterfeiting than the covert records themselves.)

The same techniques can be employed to deter unauthorized processing of audio,

image, video. or content by media pirates. In one embodiment. a computer's operating system

(including peripheral device drivers) monitors various data within the system {c.g., data sent to
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writeablc storage media, or sent via a serial port or network connection, etc.) for data bearing a

do-not-copy watennark. The presence of such data being sent, e.g., to a writeable disk or to a

remote computer, indicates that the do-not-copy instruction has been circumvented. In such

case, the operating system writes one or more covert records memorializing the activity, for

possible use in criminal prosecution if the computer is lawfully seized.

The example just-provided is but one ofmany monitoring and response techniques that

may be employed to deter circumvention of copy~protection or other access control systems.

Generally speaking, if content data is found where it shouldn't be, or is found used as it

shouldn’t be used, a corresponding record should be made. (Other intervention actions can he

niggered as well; covert tracing is desirably just one of several parallel responses to suspected

hacking.)

Mela—Data Accessed Using Watermarks

Meta-data, in formats known as XML, SGML, and HTML, is widely used to

communicate information about digital objects (e.g., author, keywords, price, rights, caption,

etc.). More generally, meta-data can be thought of as any data construct which associates the

name of a property (e.g., “author), with the value of the property (e.g._, “Mark Twain"). Such

data commonly appears in a tag format, such as the following:

<ME’I'A NAME="author" CON'I'ENT=“Mark 'l‘\vain">

Meta-data is commonly exchanged between server and client computers in conjunction

with the digital objects to which they relate (e.g.. the text of a Mark Tvain book).

As detailed herein, an important application of waterinsrking is likewise to convey

information about media ~ in this case embedded within the media content itself (e.g.,

providing unique identification, establishing some basic behaviors such as do not copy, and

providing links to extended functionality).

For meta-data to be useful, it must be linked to associated content, whether in the

context of a browser, application program, operating system, asset management system. search

engine, etc. However, as detailed below, the content and the associated meta-tags needn’t

always be conveyed together.

Consider an application program or other client process that receives a watermarked

media object. The watermark includes an MGA for that object (which, as noted above. may not

specify an ultimate ll’ address)- Stored at the MGA site is meta-data corresponding to the

object. By linking to the MGA site identified by the objects watermark, the client computer
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can obtain llu: meta-data corresponding to the object. This data can be stored at the client

computer and used just as any other meta-data, c.g., to define the local functions that should be

available for use with that object (e.g., buy, search. etc.)

A particular example is an on-line catalog of stock photography. Each photograph is

watermarked with MGA data. To identify the photographer, copyright date, price, telephone

number, subject, etc., an application program can link to the MGA site for that photograph, and

obtain the corresponding meta-data. This data can then be displayed or used as needed. Data

objects of disparate formats thus can "readily be handled within a single, simple application

program, since the program needs’! concem itself with the varying formats for the associated

meta-data (assuming the name servers provide this data in standardized format). Substantial

flexibility in programming and object forrnatting is thereby achieved.

Returning to the internct search engine example described above, MGAS may become

recognized as repositories rich in meta-data for media objects. Specialized Search engines may

focus their tiaia collection around such sites, and be able to quickly identify the MGA sites

corresponding to various booiean combinations of meta-tag parameters.

Asset Management/Containers

Much has been written on the topic of asset rights management. Sample patent

documents include U.S. Patents 5,892,960, 5,715,403. 5,638,443, 5,634,012. 5,629,980 and

laishopen European application EP 862,318. Much ofthe technical work is memorialized in

journal articles, which can be identified by searching fOI'I'Cl€V2ll1l.C(3!I]]JEil1}«’ names and

trademarks such as IBM’s Cryptolope system. Portland Softwore’s ZipLock system. the Rights

Exchange service by Sofiharik Net Solutions, and the Digifiox system from Inie-rTrusi

Technologies.

An exemplary asset management system makes content avaiiablr: (eg. from a web

server, or on a new computer‘s hard disk) in encrypted form. Associated with the encrypted

content is data identifying the content (e.g. a preview) and data specifying various rights

associated with the content. if a user wants to make fuller use of the content, the user provides

a charge authorization (c.g. a credit card} to the distributor, who then provides a decryption key,

allowing access to the content. (Such systems are often realized using object-based technology.

In such systems, the content is commonly said to be distributed in 11 “secure coniainer.”)

Ifiesirably, the content should be marked (personalizedlsci-ializcd) so that any illicit use

of the content (after decryption) can be tracked. This marking can he performed with

watermarking, which assures that themark travels with the content wherever —- and in whatever
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form -- it may go. The watcrrnarking can be effected by the distributor - priorto dissemination

of the encrypted object — such as by encoding a UID that is associated in a database with that

particular container. When access rights are granted to that container, the database record can

be updated to reflect the purchaser, the purchase date, the rights granted, etc. An alternative is

to include a watermark encoder in the software tool used to access (e.g. decrypt) the content.

Such an encoder can embed watermark data in the content as it is released from the secure

container, before it is provided to the user. The embedded data can include a UID. This UH)

can be assigned by the distributor prior to disseminating the container. Alternatively, the UID

can be a data string not known or created until access rights have been granted. In addition to

the ‘illD, the watermark can include other data not known to thcdistribotor, c.g. information

specific to the time(s) and manner(s) of accessing the content.

As noted earlier, access rights systems can be realized with watcrmarlts without

containers etc. For example. in a trusting world, copyrighted works can be freely available on

the web. if a user wishes to make lawful use of the work, the user can decode its watermark to

determine the work’s terms and conditions of use. This may entail linking to a web site

specified by the embedded watermark (directly, or through an intermediate database), which

specifies the desired information. The user can then arrange the necessary payment, and use

the item knowing that the necessary rights have been secured.

Remote Reconfiguration of Watermark Detectors

In some cases, it is desirable to reconfigure watermark detectors remotely. Such

functionality is desirable, for example, if a watermark system is hacked or otherwise

compromised.

In accordance with this aspect of the present invention, some aspect of a watermark

detector's operation is changed in response to a command. The change can take various forms.

In watermark systems employing pseudo-random key data (c.g., spread spectrum spreading

signals), the pseudo-random signal used for detection can he changed. In systems using DFT

processing, the mapping between message bits and DFT coefficients can be changed. In still

other systems, the decoding can proceed as before, but the significance of one or more bits can

be changed (c.g., bits that were normally interpreted as defining Field A can be interpreted as

defining Field B. and vice verse). in yet other systems, the decoding can proceed as before, but

the response of a device to a given watermark signal can he changed. In still other systems. :1

set of software instructions can be rewritten or re-ordered to effect a change in detector

operation.
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The command can be conveyed in various ways. In one embodiment, it can be a

trigger bit in the watennark payload. Normally the bit has a value of "D." If the bit has a value

of "1," the detector system responds by changing its operation. A trigger pattern can also be

established, so that detection of a certain combination of bits in the watermark payload serves

to trigger the change. Reserved states of certain data fields are examples of patterns that might

be employed.

The command can also be conveyed through another channel different than the

watermark channel (e.g., an SCA channel of an FM broadcast, or the sub-titling data channel of

video broadcasts, or header data within an MPEG data stream, etc., etc).

The change can proceed in accordance with a prcprogmntmed rule (e.g., codes

progressing successively through a "numerically or algorithrnically~determined progression), or

the change can proceed in accordance with data specified elsewhere in the payload ofthe

watermark bearing the trigger hit (e.g., instead of‘ being interpreted in normal fashion, the non

trigger bits of the detected watermark can define a new pseudo-random key data. Or the

change can proceed in accordance with data conveyed in successively-presented Wair:l‘n'Ia1'k

payloads, as might be done in video encoding where each frame ofvideo can convey further

watermark information. (This latter arrangement is one offering a high-bandwidth re-

programming channel throogh which, e.g., extensive firmware instructions might be transferred

to the detector to replace instructions earlier stored.)

By such arrangements, greatly increased detector versatility and functionality can be

achieved.

Concluding Remarks

Many diverse embodiments are reviewed above -— each with it unique set of features.

(Still others are disclosed in the assignce’s patents incorporated by reference.) To provide a

comprehensive disclosure without unduly lengthening the specification. applicants incorporate

by reference the patents and patent applications referenced above.

This specification should be construed as explicitly teaching that features illustrated in

one such embodiment can generally be used in other embodiments as well. Thus, for example,

a date field was not particularly discussed in connection with payload data for video

watermarking. Nor were “play once“ watermarks so-considered. The inclusion of a calibration

signal with (or as part of) the waterrnork is shown in embodiments of the issued patents, but is

not belabored in the above-described embodiments. Likewise with “simple universal codes."

The pre—stored commerce profile described in one of the foregoing embodiments is equally
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applicable to other einbodiments as well. Likewise, the presentation of advertising was

discussed in connection with one embodiment but not others, although it, too, is generally

applicable. All of these concepts are familiar at Digimarc and are regarded as generally

applicable throughout the work expressed in Digimarc‘s patent disclosures. Practicality

prevents an exhaustive recitation of each individual permutation and combination.

Having described and illustrated the principles of our invention with reference to

illustrative embodiments, it will be apparent that the detailed arrangements can be modified in

arrangement and detail without departing from such principles.

For example, while reference has been made to various uses of wireless, it should be

understood that such reference does not just cover FM broadcast. and wireless intemet

networking and the like, but also includes other wireless mechanisms. "Examples include cell

phones and direct satellite broadcast.

Likewise, while certain embodiments were illustrated with a watermark payload of

l(lO+ hits, in other systems much smaller (or sometimes larger) payloads are desirable —

sometimes as small as 1-8 bits.

While the foregoing examples have each been illustrated with reference to a particular

media type (e.g., video, audio. etc.), it will be recognized that the principles of each

embodiment find application with the other media types as well.

Certain of the appliances contemplated above require user interfaces more

sophisticated than are presently typical on such devices. The simplicity of the underlying audio

appliance can be preserved, in many instances, by using a palmtop cornputer— coupled by

infrared or otherwise — as a temporary user interface to the appliance. Some of the processing

capability can likewise be offdoaded to an ancillary palmtop. (Palmtop is here meant to refer

generally to any pocket-size programmable computing device.)

Unless otherwise stated, it should be understood that the digital music, video, and

imagery contemplated herein is not of any particular form or format. Audio, for example. can

be ofvari nus forms. both streaming and non-streaming, and of various formats (e.g. MP3,

MP4, MS Audio, Windows Media Technologies, RealAud_io, ‘.W/AV, MIDI, Csotmd, Dolby's

Advanced Audio Codec {AACL etc.

Having described and illustrated the principles of the invention with reference to

illustrative embodiments. it should he recognized that the invention is not so limited.

For example, while digital watermarking typically does not leave any human-apparent

evidence of alteration or data representation, certain of the foregoing applications do not

require this. The markings used may be visible, and even conspicuous, without impairing
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essential functionality. Thus, bar codes, data glyphs, OCR markings, and other machine-

rcadable indiein may be substituted; depending on the particular application requirements.

While the detailed embodiments were generally described with reference to desktop

computers, it is recognized that such devices will increasingly be supplanted by other digital

apptiances. including general purpose personal digital assistants, multifunction cell phones, and

specialized devices. Moreover, the poster and utility of the above-detailed embodiments and

devices can be fiirther enhanced by employing various wireless communications technologies,

including the evolving Bluetooth standard.

The implementation ofthe watenriark encoding and decoding systems is

straightforward to artisans in the field, and thus not belaborcd here. Ccnventionally, such

technology is implemented by suitable software, stored in long term memory (e.g., disk, ROM,

etc.), and transferred to temporary memory (e.g., RAM) for execution on an associated CPU.

In other -implementations. the functionality can he achieved by dedicated hardware, or by a

combination ofhardware and software. Reprogrammable logic, including FPGAs, can

advantageously be employed in certain implementations.

it should be recognized that the particular combinations of elements and features in the

above-detailed embodiments are exemplary only; the interchanging and substitution of these

teachings with other teachings in this and the incorporated-byweference patents/applications are

also contemplated.

In View of the wide variety of embodiments to which the principles and features

discussed above can be applied, it should be apparent that the detailed embodiments are

illustrative only and should not be taken as limiting the scope of the invention. Rather, we

claim as our invention all such modifications as may come within the scope and spirit of the

following claims and equivalents thereof.
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1. A method comprising:

encoding digital source material to stegenographically convey plural -bit auxiliary data;

passing the encoded source material to a destination through at least one intervening

computer;

at said intervening computer, detecting encoded source matcriai trenstninect thereby;

and

crediting a payment in response to said detection of the encoded source material, in

accordance with the plural-hit auxiliary data steganographicaliy conveyed by the encoded

source material.

2. The method of claim 1 which includes decoding plural-bit auxiliary data only

from source material that has first been tested to indicate the likely presence of such auxiliary

data therein.

3. The method ofciaim 2 which includes testing source material by reference to

an encoding attribute that is supplemental to said encoded plural-hit auxiliary data.

4. The method of claim 3 in which said attribute is the presence of a characteristic

signature signal conveyed by said source material.

The method of claim 4 in which the signature signal is a repetitive noise burst

G. The method of claim 1 in which said transmitting includes distributing tttrougii

a network of interconnected computers.

'7. The method of claim I

reporting said detection to a location remote from detection; and

crediting royalties based on detection.
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8. A method comprising:

presenting audio source material to a consumer, the material being encoded

steganographieally to convey plurahbit auxiliary data;

decoding the audio source material that is presented to the consumer to decode the

auxiliary data therefrom; and

using the plural-bit auxiliary data to retrieve information about the source material

from a remote location.

9. The method ofclaim 8 that includes:

storing data indicating the audio source rn.3terial(s) presented to the consumer;

generating a report based on the stored data, indicating the audio source material(s)

presented to the consumer.

10. The method of claim 8 which includes detecting the presented audio source

material with a rnierophntle, and decoding the auxiliary data from a nticruphoiic output signal.

1 L A method comprising:

receiving an object steganographically encoded with plural-bit auxiliary data; decoding

the plural—bit auxiliary data from the object;

consulting a registry to determine a proprietor of the object, by reference to said

decoded plural-bit auxiliary data: and

making a payment to said proprietor.

12. The method of claim 1 1 that includes making said payment through the

25 registry.

13. The method of claim 11 in which the object is a work of authorship, and the

encoding adds a generally imperceptible level of noise to the object as it is perceived by 3

consumer thereof.

14. The method of claim 11 in which the registry comprises a database accessible

through the intemet.
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15. A method ofencoding a digital object, comprising:

encoding the object with a first information signal. said first inforinaiion signal having

relatively smali information content. but permitting rapid decoding; and

encoding the object with a second information signal, said second information signal

conveying more information content than the first infonnation Signal, requiring relatively more

time to decode; wherein the first and second information signals comprise at least one

watermark embedded in the digitai object.

16. The method ofclaim 15 in which the first infonnation signal is a signal

indicating to decoding equipment that the object is not to be copied, and the second information

signal is a signal conveying information relating to ownership of the object.

17. The method ofclaim 15 in which:

the digital object is a digital representation of music; and

the first information signal is a repetitive signal that is conveyed at a low level within
said music.

18. The method ofclaim E5 in which the first and second signals are independent

of each other.

19. The method ofelaim 15 in which the first and second signals are aspects of a

combined watermark signal.

20. A method of processing an object that has been steganographically encoded

with first and second information signals, the method comprising:

decoding from the object the first information signal;

controlling an operation of an apparatus in accordance with the decoded first

information signai; and

decoding from the object the second information signal, wherein the second

information signai conveys a master global address.

2%. A method of encoding audio with a marker signal indicating a master global

address used to link to a web site. wherein the marker signal is characterized by being in-hand

and repetitive.
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22. A method comptising:

reading payload data from a watermark on a physical object using a device; and

using the payload data read by the device in connection with a commercial transaction

involving music related to said object.

23. The method ofclaim 22 in which the object is a poster having artwork thereon.

24. ' The method of claim 22 in which the object is a storage medium having a

music video recorded thereon.

25. The method of claim 2?. in which the device is a handheid, battery powered

device.

26. A method of altering music data to stcganograpliically insert plural bits of

watermark data therein, characterized by inserting a first group of said bits for benefit of an

cnd—user ofthe music data, inserting a second group ofbits different than the first for benefit of

an artist. whose music is encoded by said music (hits, and inserting a third group of bits different

than the first two for benefit of a distributor of the music data.

27. The method of ciaitn 26 in which the first group ofbits represents an intemet

address of a web site that may be accessed by end-users of the music data.

28. The method ofclaim 26 in which the second group of bits includes bits

representing a unique identifier for the music data, permitting machine identification of the data

and royaity credit to the artist.

29. The method of ciaim 25 in which the third group of bits represents usage

restrictions to which audio appliances are responsive, thereby driving distribution of additional

Copies of the music data.
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30. A media object clearinghouse system comprising:

a media object clearinghouse operable to transfer a media object eiectronically;

a watermark decoder in communication with a media object receiver to receive a media

object signal and operable to decode a watermark from the media object signal identifying the

media object; and

a transmitter in communication with the decoder for receiving a media object identifier

derived from the waterrnarl-r and for transmitting the media object identifier and a user identifier

to the clearinghouse;

wherein the media object clearinghouse is operable to identify the media object based

on the media object identifier and the user based on the user identifier and electronically

transfer a copy ofthe media object to a predetermined location associated with the user.

3 E. The media object clearinghouse of claim 30 wherein the predetermined location is

a computer of the user.

32. The system ofclaim 30 wherein the clearinghouse is operable to determine a fee

based at least in part on the media object identifier and to credit an account of the user with the

fee for the copy of the media object.

33. The system ofclaim 30 wherein the predetermined location is a website, and the

copy is accessible to the user at the website via a user-set password.

34. The system ofciaim 30 wherein the predetermined location is a personal library of

the user that is consolidated with libraries of other users in a central location.

35. The system ofclaim 30 wherein the predetermined location is a personal library of

the user.

36. The system ofclaim 35 wherein the ciearingiiouse and the personal library are

connected via an internet connection and the personal library receives the copy from the

clearinghouse over the internet connection.

37. The system ofclaim 35 wherein the personal library is operable to receive the copy

of the media obj eat from the clearinghouse via a wireiess broadcast.
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38. The system of claim 35 wherein the personal library provides the copy to a

playback device by a wireless broadcast.

39. The system of claim 30 wherein the watcrrnark includes a key to information about

the media object, and the key is used to look up information about the media object.

40. The system of claim 39 wherein the information about the media object is

presented to a user through the media object receiver.

41. The system ofelaim 40 wherein the inforrnation is stored in a device including the

media object receiver, and the information is updated from :1 remote source,

42. The system ofclaim 30 wherein the media object receiver includes a user interface

that enables a user to select a media object for watermark decoding and that presents

information to the user about the media object derived from the watermark.

43. The system of claim 30 wherein the media object receiver includes a user interface

that enables a user to select a media object for watermark decoding and that enables the user to

instruct the clearinghouse to send a copy ofthe selected media object to another user.

44. The system of claim 30 wherein the media object receiver includes a user interface

that enabies in user to select a media object for watermark decoding and that enables the user to

query a database for related inforrnation about the selected media object using data derived

from the watermark.

45. The system of claim 44 wherein the user interface is operable to present the related

information to the user.

46. The system of claim 30 wherein the media object is a song and the receiver is 2

radio operable to receive the song via a radio broadcast.

47. The system of claim 30 wherein the media object is a song and the receiver is an

audio player that receives the media object via a computer network.
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48. A media object ciearinghouse method comprising:

receiving a media object from a broadcast or electronic transfer;

decoding a watermark from the media object;

derivings media object identifier from the watermark;

transmitting the media object identifier and a user identifier to 3 ciearinghouseg

in the ciearinghouse, identifying the media object based on the media object identifier

and the user based on the user identifier and electronically transferring a copy of the media

object to a predetennined location associated with the user.

49. The method of claim 48 including:

in the clearinghouse. charging a user account associated with the user identifier with 21

fee for the copy.

50. A method for linking an audio object with additional information or actions related

to the audio object comprising:

decoding ti watermark from the media object;

deriving a master global address from the watermark;

connecting to a remote device and retrieving additional information associated with the

audio object based on the master global address.

Sl. The method of claim 50 including:

removing information about the audio object from a web server linked to the audio

Object through the muster giobai address.

52. The method of claim St] including retrieving menu options about the audio object

from a remote device based on the master global address.

53. The method of claim 52 wherein the menu options are responsive to user input to

controi use, rendering or piaytiack of the aiudio object.

54. The method of claim 52 wherein the menu options arc responsive 163 11861‘ input to

initiate electronic payment for the audio object.
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55. The method of claim 52 wherein the menu options are combined with standard

menu options for a File type associated with the audio object.

56. The method of claim 50 including retrieving instructions governing use of the

audio object.

57. The method of claim 50 including initiating an cicctronic commercial transaction

relating to the audio object.

58. The method ofclaim 50 including:

using the master globai address to query a server. which in turn looks up an address of

a second device to which the query is to be routed.

59. The method of claim 58 wherein the second device retums information related to

the audio obj act.

60. The method of claim 59 wherein the information returned by the second device

includes a web page.

61. An electronic money method comprising:

establishing secret data, and storing same: in a repository accessible Eiy it first pafiy. flit’-

secret data having a monetary value ascribed thereto;

sharing the secret data with a second party in exchange for a fee;

providing the secret data from the second party to a third party in a con-imerciai

transaction;

forwarding the secret data from the third party to the first party to determine whether

the secret data is valid, said determination being made by reference to the repository; and

if the secret data is determined to be valid, crediting the third party with the monetary

value.

62. The method of ciairn 61 in which the secret data is a pseudo-random series of

binary hits, the first party is a bank, and the repository is a bank computer.
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63. In a method of providing media from a repository to a consumer over the internet,

on improvement comprising:

perrnitting the consumer to specify whether the media is to include commercials or not;

charging the consumer a first fee for providing the media with commercials; and

charging the consumer a second fee higher than the first fee for providing the media

without the commercials.

54. The method of ciaim 63 in which the media is video that was earlier broadcast and

is archived for intemet distribution.

65. A method for intemei distribution of video comprising:

dispiaying to a consumer a listing ofvidco titles;

receiving a signal indicative of a video title selected by the user;

exchanging a fee;

watemiarking the _video on-the-fly; and

transmitting the video to the consumer.

66. The method of claim 65 in which the waterrnarking includes watermarking the

video with at least one data from the iist comprising; an identifier of the date, on identifier of an

internet site from which the selected video is provided, an identifier of the consumer, and an

identifier of an ioternet address to which the selected video is transmitted.

67. The method of claim 66 which includes watcrmarking the video with at least two

data from said list.

68. The method ofclairn 66 which includes watermarking the video with at least three

data from said list.

69. The method of claim 66 which includes watermarking the video with all four data

from said list.

70. A method of tracing unautliorizecl media objects comprising:

monitoring processing of media objects in a device;
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decoding watermarks embedded in the media objects to determine unauthorized

processing of the media objects in the device; and

writing a covert record meznorializing unauthorized use of a media object.

'71. A method of linking a media object with meta data associated with the object

comprising:

decoding a watermark embedded in the media object; and

using information in the watermark to fetch meta data associated with media object

from a remote site.

72. A method for reconfiguring a watermark detector comprising:

decoding a watermark embedded in a signal of a media type, where the watermark

includes a command signal used to trigger a change in operation of the watermark detector;

based on the command signal, changing operation of the watermark detector. including

changing how the watermark detector decodes or interprets a watermark in a signal ofthc

media type.

73. The method of claim 72 wherein the command signal is represented as one or more

bits in a payload of the watermark. I

74. The method of claim 72 wherein changing operation of the watermark detector

comprises reprogramming the watermark detector.

75. The method ofclaim 74 wherein changing operation of the watermark detector

includes transferring instructions from a remote location to the detector to replace instructions

stored earlier in the detector.

76. The method of claim 72 wherein changing operation of the watermark detector

includes changing the watermark detector in accordance with a preprograrnrned rule in the

watermark detector.

77. The method of claim 76 wherein the preprogrammed rule defines a change in a

watermark key.
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18. The method of claim 72 wherein changing operation of the watermark detector

includes changing a watermark key used to decode a watermark.

79. The method of claim 78 wherein the watermark key comprises psendorandom

key data.

80. The method of claim 72 wherein changing the operation of the watermark detector

inciudes changing how the detector interprets one or more bits of a watermark payload.

81. The method of claim 72 wherein changing the operation of the watermark detector

includes changing a response of a device to it watermark signai.

82. The method ofclaim 72 wherein the command signal comprises a combination of

bits of a waterrrmrk payload.

33. The method of claim 72 including:

changing the operation of the watcrmarlc detector with data provided in a watennnrk

payload.

84. The method of claim 83 wherein the command signai comprises a one or more hit

trigger in the watermark payload.

85. The method of claim 83 wherein the data comprises a watermark key in the

watermark payload.

86. The method ofclaim 85 wherein the watermark key comprises pseudo-random key

87. The method of claim 33 wherein successivety-presented watermark payloads in the

signal provide the data used to change the operation of the watermark detector.

88. A method for reconfiguring a watermark detector comprising:

receiving a media object and a command associated with the media object Signaiing

that the watennark detector requires an upgrade to decode a watermark from the media obim:
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in response to the command, updating the watennark detector to create an updated

watermark detector; and

decoding the watermark from the media object with the updated watermark detector.

89. The method of claim 88 wherein the command is embedded into the media object

in a watermark.

90. The method of claim 83 wherein the command is conveyed in channel different

than a watennark channel in the media object, and the channel conveying the command is

transmitted along with the media object.

91. The method of claim 96 wherein the command is conveyed in a header of a file

including the media object.

92. A rerprogrammable watermark detector comprising:

a watermark decoder for detecting a command to upgrade the detector; and

detector instructions that are replaceable in response to detecting the command to

upgrade the detector.

93. The detector of claim 92 wherein new instructions are conveyed to the watermark

detector along with a media object.

94. The detector of claim 93 wherein the new instructions are conveyed in a

watermark payload to the watermark decoder for decoding.

95. The detector of claim 93 wherein the detector decodes watermarks embedded in

media objects of a. media type, and the new instructions are conveyed along with at least one

media objcct ofthe media type in a channel different than a watermark embedded in the at least

one media object.

96. The detector of claim 95 wherein the new instructions are provided in a media

object file that includes 3 media object Dftht: media type.

97. The detector of claim 96 wherein the media object comprises an image signal,
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98. The detector of claim 96 wherein the media object comprises an audio signal.

99. A method of an encoding an upgrade trigger in a watermark comprising:

receiving a media object of-a given media type:

encoding 3 watermark into the media object, when: the watermark includes at command

signal used to trigger a change in operation ofa watcrmtirk detector, the change being operabic

to change how the watermark detector decodes or interprets a watermark in a signal of the

mcdia type.

100. The mclhcd of claim 99 including encoding the command in a payload ofthe

watennark.

101. The method of claim 99 including encoding one or more instructions in the

payload of the watemiark.

102. The method of claim 99 including:

transmitting the encoded media object to one or more watermark detectors from 3

location remote to the one or more watermark detectors.

103. A method for encoding a media object comprising:

encoding a ‘W£!!f.'l"Ill'la1"i< into the media object; and

encrypting the media object;

wherein the watermark includes information used to track the media object after

being decrypted.

104. A method for encoding a media object comprising:

decrypting the media object from a secure container;

after decrypting the media object, encoding a wntennark into the media object.

105. The method of claim 104 wherein the watermark ‘includes ii datfsfiifig not laioii;

or created until access rights have been granted to the secure container.

l06. The method of claim 105 wherein the data string includes information specific to

a time or manner of accessing the media object.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET {RULE 26)
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Examiner Name Erika A. Gary

Attorney Docket Number AFF.004C5US

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate so-lection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
|:| from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).
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That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.
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NamelPrint Mark J. Rozman Registration Number
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public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, US.
Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DOIEOI903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT
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|:| from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1 .9’/(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
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statement. See 37 CF R 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.
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application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCTIRO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), vo|ume—issue number(s),
publisher, city andlor country where published.

Examiner Cite
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Application Number 12015320

Filing Date 2003-01-16

First Named Inventor Russell White, et al.INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

~°'T’“E"“E"‘”""*'°'°”°““T(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Request for inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,187,947, filed on November 13, 2009, with accompanyingClaim Charts.

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,440,772, filed on November 13, 2009, with accompanying
Claim Charts.

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,833, filed on November 13, 2009, with accompanying
Ciaim Charts.

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,486,926, filed on November 13, 2009, with accompanying
Claim Charts.

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,634,226, filed on February 3, 2010, with accompanying
Claim Charts.

If you wish to add additional non—patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature—Date °°"sider°d —
“EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP G09. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

‘ See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
1 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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Application Number 12015320

Filing Date 2008-01-16
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor Russell White, et at.

Art Unit 2617

Examiner Name I Erika A. Gary

Attorney Docket Number AFF.004C5US

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate se|ection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:| from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1 .9’/(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56{c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CF R 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(cl) for the
form of the signature.

Signature Mark J. Rozmanl Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2010-03-02

NameIPrint Mark J. Rozman Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.9? and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file {and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

7121069

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: Method for Managing Media

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Russell W. White

Customer Number: 21906

Filer Authorized By: Mark J. Rozman

Attorney Docket Number: AFF.00O4C5US

Filing Date: 16-JAN-2008

Time Stamp: 13:31:21

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C5USNewRequest|DST
Filed (SB/08) OF|LE.pdf 7738bbi 7il94aa234D33le769d03378l78l5

E.-482

Information:
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This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

5603647

I32739d6bf289b6885acfed007472bb092d6
5E4|J(.

Warnings:

Information:

4047178

NPL Documents AFF004B5C|aimChart1.pdf

NPL Documents AFFOO4B5C|aimChart2.pdf 6036/I06/Id(7/la8b225a065ee0a01a6e(0b7
8f619

Information:

5992533

NPL Documents AFFOO4B5C|aimChart3.pdf 14/U5643994'|e592Ce5'|f(59ad4/1/16008
2b2a7

4061247

NPL Documents AFFOO4B5C|aimChart4.pdf 1fdP7ad75rIr03a§0f7dfl768U(harI13af37(1
[3106

Information:

4360937

NPL Documents AFFOO4B6Request1.pdf 0dL|7I580e0DI bD4dbib34294L71e29LDDd7
Z706

Warnings:

Information:

5961154

NPL Documents AFFOO4B6Request2.pdf 6d73Da96ce837f47I4aa3986f13113d2d66
8C1 b2

Warnings:

Information:

2884211

2:015267C96328S4b51f‘24bc73d11ac5bc24
Seddc

NPL Documents AFFOO4B6Request3.pdf

Warnings:

Information:

3078786

NPL Documents AFFOO4B6Request4.pdf 124e829d;)94(e5ba493b86d48e5a9d68dS
5a6d7

Information:

5936161

NPL Documents AFFOO4B6C|aimChart1.pdf 1194511I7Ifecblied6fd336f0a7(3db0le(I4
9b/i7
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Information:

6318196

NPL Documents AFFO04B6C|aimChart2.pdf d2D7ae0ba5b3779948ce7ef4Zba174857lf
d86f8

Warnings:

Information:

6846554

Ib203b2dd4ca67c75b0a9cdccb‘)3c328f53
99ee2

Warnings:

Information:

6175836

NPL Documents AFF004B6C|aimChart3.pdf

NPL Documents AFFOO4B6C|aimChart4.pdf 046ldf52a1e3b6d38I96977a34f3b91M2:
cc3a

Information:

3053840

NPL Documents AFFOO4B6C|aimChart5.pdf 88b7 l9ebd7553bUf6757a l e((a I Sfecblfl I I
2d8f

Total Files Size (in bytes) 64408008

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIROI105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Doc code: IDS PTOISBf08a (07-09)
. . _ . _ . Approved for use through 0713112012. OMB 0551-0031

Doc description. Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_3_ Patent and Trademark Omce; U_5_ DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Uncle: the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of infonnation unless it contains at valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12015320

Filing Date 2008-01-16
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor Russell White, et al.

Examiner Name Erika A. Gary

Attorney Docket Number AFF.o04C5Us

U.S.PATENTS

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner Cite Patent Number Issue Date Name of Patentee or Applicant
No of cited Document

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Pages,Columns,Lines where

Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant
Pubucation Number Code1 Date of cited Document

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Pages,Columns,Lines
where Relevant

Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Name of Patentee or

E>taminerCite Foreign Document Kind Publication Appncantofcited
Document

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), vo|ume—issue number(s),
publisher, city andlor country where published.

Examiner Cite

EFS Web 2.1.16
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Application Number 12015320

Filing Date 2003-01-16

First Named Inventor Russell White, et al.INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

~°'T’“E"“E"‘”""*'°'°”°““T(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Request for inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,187,947, filed on November 13, 2009, with accompanyingClaim Charts.

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,440,772, filed on November 13, 2009, with accompanying
Claim Charts.

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,833, filed on November 13, 2009, with accompanying
Ciaim Charts.

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,486,926, filed on November 13, 2009, with accompanying
Claim Charts.

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,634,226, filed on February 3, 2010, with accompanying
Claim Charts.

If you wish to add additional non—patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature—Date °°"sider°d —
“EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP G09. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

‘ See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
1 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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Application Number 12015320

Filing Date 2008-01-16
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor Russell White, et at.

Art Unit 2617

Examiner Name I Erika A. Gary

Attorney Docket Number AFF.004C5US

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate se|ection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:| from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1 .9’/(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56{c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CF R 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(cl) for the
form of the signature.

Signature Mark J. Rozmanl Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2010-03-02

NameIPrint Mark J. Rozman Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.9? and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file {and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

7121276

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: Method for Managing Media

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Russell W. White

Customer Number: 21906

Filer Authorized By: Mark J. Rozman

Attorney Docket Number: AFF.00O4C5US

Filing Date: 16-JAN-2008

Time Stamp: 13:46:27

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C5USNewRequest|DST
Filed (SB/08) OF|LE.pdf 7738bbi 7il94aa234D33le769d03378l78l5

E.-482

Information:
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This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

1945672

a91dd44b4616(268950258a0bI6a8e1e0a
95b62

Warnings:

Information:

5339901

NPL Documents AFF004B7Request.pdf

NPL Documents AFFOO4B7C|aimChart1.pdf 7d90eb13633af073b09b1dS9c0d/i 873d15
4bc3b

Information:

5611060

NPL Documents AFFOO4B7C|aimChart2.pdf 94366626/85/1451bSCbci9/C31d9eC1i929
909(

6173553

NPL Documents AFFOO4B7C|aimChart3.pdf 87 3 894hPafd87Pr34l1l 38987 Pf4Pdda967 P
96b0f

Information:

3782917

NPL Documents AFFOO4B7C|aimChart4.pdf 80d3e21fe2671 63Lb4678e1dddL13Li7Z5ed6
ZEIQB

Warnings:

Information:

3905549

NPL Documents AFFOO4B7C|aimChart5.pdf (8bfi"fbdd13:3dd4ed7e6934f4(b23fi‘14aed
e0f

Warnings:

Information:
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DOIEOI903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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DOC code: IDS PTOlSBl08a (01-09). . . . . A df th h 02/25/2009. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Tragzmfk O:;::eU;)B%PARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12015320

Filing Date 2008-01-16

First Named Inventor Russell W. White, etal.INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Attorney Docket Number AFF.004C5US

U.S.PATENTS

Pages,Co|umns,Lines where

Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

E>_<amjner ' Patent Number ' Issue Date Name of Patentee or ApplicantInitial of cited Document

5539658 1996-07-23 McCullough, Timothy L.

6675233 2004-01-26

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Pages,Co|umns,Lines where

Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner ' . . ' Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant
. . ,, Publication Number .Initial Date of cited Document

20030126335 2003-07-03 Silvester, Kelan C.

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Name of Patentee or Pages,Co|umns,Lines
Examiner ' Foreign Document ' Publication where Relevant

|nitia|* Number3 Date Applicant of cited Passages or RelevantDocument .
Figures Appear

DE 19 651 308 A1 1996-10-12 Becker GmbH

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS -
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Application Number 12015320

Filing Date 2008-01-16

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE RuSse"W_Whne_e,a|_
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
Art Unit

Examiner Name | Erika A. Gary
Attorney Docket Number AFF.004C5US

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner
|nitia|s*

"Universal Serial Bus Specification," Revision 1.1, September 23, 1998, pages ii-106.

Reply to Office Action Mailed August 5, 2009 in Reexamination Control No. 90/010,333 of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,833
(along with a Supplemental Reply and Second Supplemental Reply).

Response to "Notice of Failure to Comply with Inter Partes Reexamination Request Filing Requirements (37 CFR
1.915(d)) filed on September 22, 2009. Requestor: Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. with Replacement Request for
Inter Partes Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,833 and Claim Charts A—JJ.

The United States Patent And Trademark Office, Office Action Mailed November 9, 2007 in related patent application
serial no. 10/947,755.

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button
EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two—|etter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind ofdocument by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.‘16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language translation is attached.
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Application Number 12015320

Filing Date 2008-01-16

Russell w. White, etal.
Art Unit

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR1.99)

Examiner Name I Erika A. Gary
Attorney Docket Number AFF.004C5US

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate se|ection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

D from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

2 Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

_ None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Signature Mark J. Rozmanl Date (YYYY-MM—DD) 2009-11-16

Name/Print Mark J. Rozman Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the

application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be
disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application

which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a
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® Audio-Soundsystem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug
C5!) Aud|'o—Soundsy3tem (1) fiir ein Kraftfahneug mit einer

Steuereinheit (2), mit einer Eingabeein|1eit{3)zur Bedio—
nung des Systems (1), mit einerAnzeigeeinheI't (4), mit ei-
ner Einheit (5) zur Generierung der Cluelldaten in Form
Von Audiudaten, mit einer Verstérkereinheit (6) zur Ver-

stéirkung der Ouelldaten, mit einem oder mehteren ‘|'.aut—
sprechem (7) und mit efnem Bussystem (3), das die Uber-
tragung der Ouelldaten und der Steuerdaten zur Stewe-
rung der Einheiten (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) zwischen den einzelnen
Einhaiten (2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7) sicherstellt, bei dam zumindest
eine Von der Steuereinheit (2) verschiedene Einheit (3, 4,
5, 6, 7) des Systems (1) einen ihr zugeordneten Speicher
(9) aufweist, in dem der Funktionsumfang diesar Einheit
(3, 4, 5, 6, 7) dargestellt (st, und diaser Funlctionsu mfang
fiber den Bus (8) an die Stauereinheit (2) fibertragbar ist
und in dieser der iibermI'l‘tel1e Funlctinnsurnfang zumin—
dast teilweise zur Biidung des Funktinnsurnfanges des ge-
samten Systems (1) herangezogen welden kann. Dabei
sind die Steuereinheit (2), die Eingabeeinheit (3) und die
Anzeigeeinheit (4) dergeslalt miteinander verbunden,
dafl. minels der Anzeigeeinheit (4) die fijr die Bedienung
des gesamten Systems (1) erforderlichen Badienmenues
entsprechend dem Funktionsumfang des gesamten Sy-
stems (1) darstellbarsind und die Bedienung des Systems
(‘I) mit Hilfe der Eingabeeinheit (3) anhand der Dars1cl|un—
gen in derAnzeigeeI'nheit (4) erfolgen kann.

BUNDESDRUCKERE1 05.93 802 D2919/1
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Beschreibung

Die Erfindung betriffl ein Audio-Soundsystem flit ein
Kraftfahrzeug mit einer Steuereinheit, mit einer Eingabeein-
heit zur Bedienung des Systems, mit cincr Anzeigeeinheit,
miL einer Einheil xur Generierung der Quelldaten in Fonli
V01] Audiodatcn, mit einer Verstiirkercinheit 211: Vcrstiirkilng
der Qnelldaten, mit einem odex niehreren diese: zngeordne-
[en Laursprechern und mit einem Bussystem. das die Uber—
tragung der Quelldaten und der Steuerdaten zur Stenerung
der Einheiten zwischen den einzelnen Einheiten sicherslellt.

Bin derarliges Audio—Soundsystem ist allgeniein in der
EP—A—0 725 522 beschrieben. Weiterhin ist ein derzutiges
System in der Druckschrift "OCC S001" CONAN "Optical
Transcie\.'er", C&C Electronics Ltd., 1996 beschriehen. Die
dargestelllcn Audio-Soundsyslcme Lcigcn cine SleI.1eIein-
heit, wclchc auch Head Unit gcnannt wird, die die Stcncrung
des gesulllleil Syslelns bewirkl und die die Ausgabe Von lu-
formalion fiber die Anzeigeeinheit, die Bedienung des Sy-
stems fiber die Eingabeeinheil durch den Benutzer sowie die
Umselzung in entsprecliende Steuerbefehle ffir die einzel-
nen Einhcitcn dcs Audio-Soundsystems erinéiglicht. Dabci
zeigen die bekzmnlen ALtdi0—S0undsysLeme Ffir Kralllahr—
zeuge einen starren Systemaufbau. der es nur erlaubt, be
sliimnte Einlieilen in das System zu integrieren, welche
durch die Steuereinheitlllead Unit vorgesehen sind. Damil
erweiscn sich die hekannten Audio-Snundsysteme fiir Kraft-
fallrzeuge als wenig llexibel, wenig benulzerfreundlich und
sehr teuer i.m Falle e-iner Adaption cles Systems an die neucn
Gegebenheitcn. Eine Anpassung an neue, andersartige, zu-
siitzliclie Komponenlen wird bei den bekannten Audio-
Sonndsystemen dariurch gewiihrleisler, daB nehen der neuen
Einheit zusfilzlich eine neue Steuereinheirlfiead Unit in das

System integrierl werden mufi, was die here-its heschriebe
nen Nachteile mit sich bringt.

Aufgabe der Erfindung ist es. das Audio-Soundsystem ffir
ein Kraftfahrzeug so auszubilden, daB Andeiungen am Sy-
stein mijglichst einfachcr, kosiengfinstiger und sicherer
dmchgefiihrt werden kiinnen.

Diese Aufgabe wird bei dent bekannten Audio-Soundsy-
Stem cladurch erreicht, dnfi die Steuercinheit in die Lagc Ver-
setzt ist, dafl sie Von einer Oder mehreren curler allen anderen
Einheiien des Systems deren méiglichen Funklionsumfang,
welcher in cinem dieser zngeordneten Speicher abgelegl isl,
fiber das Bussystem zugeffihrt bekorrnnt und aus der Summe
der cinzelnen Funlctionsumflinge der Fnnktionsutnfang des
Gcsamtsystcms gcbildct wird. Diescr Funklionsumfang dos
gesamien Systems bildet srets eine Teilmenge aller Funkti«
nnsulntingc der einzelncn liinheiten des Audio-Sounds}
stems. Das dargestellte Audio-Soundsysteni zeigt erfin-
dungsgcirififl eiuu Slluklur, wulchc an dezcniraleri Slcllun
den Funlctionsllilifang der einzelnen Einheiten hinterlegl hat
und wo an zenlraler Stelle vorzugsweise in der Steuereinheit
ein ans den verschieden en einzelnen llunklionsumfiingen
der einzelnen Einheiten gebildeter Funklionsumfang des ge-
Samten Systems zur Stcuerung des gesamlcn Systems lain-
terlegt ist.

Anders a!s int Stand der 'l'ecl1nik wird bei einer Anderung.
heispielsweise heim liinzuffigen einer neuen, ursprfinglich
nichl vorgesehenen Einheit des Audi0—S onndsyslems, nicht
mchr die Stcncrcinhcit, rcspcktivc die Head Unit, ausgc-
Lauschl, sondem in ihrer AIL beibehallen und sichergeslelll,
dnfi der hinzugekommene Funktionsumfang der zus':itzli-
chen Binheit zur Bildung des Funktionsumfangs des gesam-
ten Systems mil herangezogen wircl, wodurch den Anderun-
gen des gesarnten Systems Rechnung gelragen wild und der
Benulzer den Anderungen enlsprechend neue, geiinderle
Bedieniniiglichkeiten und enlsprechende Funktionalilaten
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des Systems zur Verfiigung gestelli bekolmnl. Es wird da-
mit, sowcil erforderlich, dem neucn Funktionsnmfang des
gesamtcn Systems entspreehend eine neue Bedienungsfiih—
rung zur Bedienung des gesamten Systems zur Verfiigung
gestellt, was ggf. mit geéindcrten Darstellungen in der An-
neigeeinheiL bzw. mit geéinderlen Zuordnungen Von Beleh-
len zu den Eingabelasten der Eingabceinhcit vcrhunden ist.

DLll'ClJ dieseAllsbild1I11g rles Alldin-Snilndsystenm gelingt
es, den Funktionsninfang des AL1dioSonndsysten1s neuen
Anforderungen sicher, einfach und koslengiinstig nnz1Ipas-
sen. Aufwendige Zusatzgertite und Neugeriite sind in diesem
Falle nicht erforderlich.

Ein besonders vorteilliaftes, flexibles Auclio-Soundsy-
stem ist dann gegcbcn. wenn eine Vielzahl von Einheiten
fiber ilmcn zugcordnctc Spcichcr vcrffigt, in dcncn dic fijr
sic spezifischen 1“-unktionsumfange abgclcgt sind und aus
dicscn dcr Gcsamtfunktionsumfang tics Systems gcbildct
wird, in dem alle Funktionalitiiten verwendet werden Oder
nur bestimmte Teile der Furlkliunaliliileil der einzelnen Ein-

heiten in die Funklionalitiil des Gesamtsyslenis iiberlragen
werden sollen. Diese teilweise Ubertragung kann automa-
tisch clutch die Steucrcinhcit odcr dutch den Bcnutzer odcr
dutch eine zusiiizliehe, zeitweise in das Soundsyswm fiber
die Busleitung angeschlossene, integriene Einheit erfolgen.

Damit wird die Vielfailtigkeit des Systems auf besonders
vorteilhafie Weise nach den jeweiligen Bedijrfnissen cles
Iienulzers entsprechend den jeweils 7.ur Verfiignng stc.hen-
den Einheilen nur Emeugnng vun Amliudalen Oder den Ein-
beilen zur Verstéirkung dieser Daten sowie den Lnulsptcv
chem ficxibel und frei lgonfigurieien, was auch der Fall sein
kann, wenn keine nencn Einheilen in das System aufgenom-
men warden, sondern nur die verwendeten 'l'eiln1engen der
Einzelfunktionsunifange neuen Anforderungen dutch Er-
weilerung oder Einschréinkung angepaflt werden.

Nach einer bevorzugten Ausfiillrungsform der Erfindung
ist der einer Einheit zngeordnete Speicher als Teil dieser
Einheit ausgebildet. Dadurch ist gewiihrleislet, dafl der Spel-
cherinhalt mit dem miiglichcn Funktionsumfang der Einheil
nichl; ii ber das Bussystem an die Einheir. iibcrlragen warden
muB, um anschliefiend den Filliklitinsnlriifang Von der Flin-
heit wicderum fiber die Bnsleiumg an die Steliereinheit 711
fibernfilleln. Ini Fall eines nptischen Bussysterns, welches
besonders grolie Vorteile in Richtung EMV-Stabilitéit und
(iewichtsersparnis aufweist, kann auf die zwingcnd crfor-
derlichen, kostenintensiven e1ek1risch—optischen Wandler
zwischen den Speichern und den Einheiten verzichtet wer-
dcn, was das System wcnigcr anféilljg gegen Stfirungen
mach: und dadurch die Sicherheil der Bedienung und damit
die llcdienfreundlichkeit des Systems erhfilit. DarL'1berhiI1-
ans eiwe-ist sich diese Ausbildung als ‘besonders kostengfin—
slig.

Nach eirler Vulleilliallcn Weilerbildnng der Erllnduiig isl
der Speicher als Teil einer Rechnereinheit ausgebildet, wel-
che fiber das Bnssystem mit der dam Speieher zugeordnelen
Einheil verbunden isl. und welche als eigenstandigc, rimm-
lich VUII den andcrcn Einhcitcn separicrtc Rcchncrcinhcit
ansgebildet ist, und welche bei Bedarf fiber das Bussystem
den Funktionsumfang der dem Speicher zugeordnelen Ein-
heil direkl. oder indirekl der Sleuereinheit mt liildung (les
Funktionsumfangs des gesamten Systems zuffihren kann.
Dabci crweist sich die Vcrwcndung cincr Rcchnercinhcit als
besunders vorteilhafl, da sie sehr flexible Speichcrslrukluren
aufweist, in welche iiber andere Schnitistellen der RBCl][16l'-
einheit auf einfache Weise andere, gefinderte Funklionsum-
fainge einschreibbar sind, Auch isl enniigljchi, eine gegebe-
nenfalls zentrale Rechnereinheil mit entsprechendem Spci-
cher in dent Syslcln vurmsehen, welube die zenLrale Ver-
waltu ng der einzelnen Funktionsumfange der einzelnen Ein-
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heilen gewiihrleistet und bei Bedarf diese direkl oder indi-
rekt an die Steuereinheit zur Bildung des neuen. geiinderten
Fnnktionsumfangs des gesamten Audio-Sonndsystecms fiber
das Tiussystem fihcrtrfigt. Vomugsweise ist die Rectinevein-
heit léisbar mit dem System vcrbnnden. Dutch Verwendnng
einer geliehenen spezitischen Rechnereinheit in der Art ei-
ner vortjbcrgehenden Integration in das System fiber cine
vorbereitete Schnittstelle ini Bussystem lcann dem System
ein neuer, gesinderter Gesanttfunktionsuntfang zugrunde ge-
legt werden. Dadunch ist ein sehr tlexibles und fijr den Be-
nutzcr kostcngflnstigcs System gegehen. Bcispielsweise
kann dutch ein derartiges System sehr einfach cine neuc
Fultktionalitéit, beispielsweise ein neuer Typ V0[1 '3-D-Sound
als neue Funktionaiitiit des Systems einsehliefllich der dieser
Funktionalit'eit zugeordneten Bedienungsfiihrnng eingege-
ben warden und damit den individuellen Bedflrfiiisseii des

Bcnutzcrs auf sch: einfache, kostengtinstigc und flexible
Weise angepaflt werden. Datnit gelingt. es, die N0twendig-
keit des Ersetzens kompletter Einheiten oder des gesamten
Audio-Soundsystems in vielen Fiillen dureh eine reine Neu-
prograinmierung des Systems zu etsetzen, was sich neben
den genanntcn Vorteilon auch int Hinbtictc auf die Ver-
schwendung VUII Ressourcen und die Vermeidung Von Ab-
fall vorteilhaft bemerkbar Inaclit.

Eine besonders einfaehe und angenehtne Art def Bedie-
nung des Audio-Soundsystems wild dadureh ezreicht, daB
die Stenereinheit, die liingaheeinheit und die Anzoigeein-
heil dergestalt nlileinander verbunden sind, dafl enlsp1'e-
chend dem Funktionsumfang des gesamten Systems auf der
Anzeigeeinlieit spczifischc Bedienmenues dasgestellt wer-
den. die die Bedienung des Systems mil Hilfe der Eingabe—
einheit anhand der Darstettungen in der Anmigeein he1't.7.ie|—
strebig und einfach ermtigtichen. DieBedienmennes konnen
spezifisch sein fiir die einzelnen Funktionalitéiten der einzel—
nen Einheiten, sie kftnnen abet auch spezifisch sein fiir die ..
Art. nnd Weise des Vorgangs 7.l1r Bildlmg eines nenen, gainin-
derten Fmlktionsnlnfangs des gesamten Systems. Dabei ist
es mfigtich die Anzeigeeinlieit mit einer zusiitzlichen
Sprachausgabe zu versehen, welehe die Bedienfreundlich-
keit und Bediensieherlieit des Gesatntsystenis deutlich er-
htiht. Ebenso knnn Init vcrgleichbaren Vorteilen die Einga-
baeinheit aneh als spraehgestenerte Eingabeeinheit ansge-
bttdet sein.

Als bevomlgte Ansbildung des Audio+}oundsystems hat
sieh Iierausgestellt, die Eingabeeinheit und die Anzeigeein-
heit zn einer einzigen Einheit zusamtnenzufnssen und diese
bevorzngt so ansznbilden, dali die Anzeigeeinheit in ein-
zelne Segments unterteilt ist, denen einzelne Tasten der Ein-
gabeeinheit réinmlich xugetinlnet, sind und welehe jeweit.-;
die der zugeordneten "Haste zugewiesene Bedienfunktionen
darstcllcn und die entsprcchcnden Tastcn und die Segmente
dutch die Sleuereinheit anhand des Funklionsnmfanges des
gesamten Systems so anstenem, dafl die den Tasten zuge—
wiesenen und in dem mgeordneten Segment dargestellten
Funktionen dutch Betitigen der Tasten ausgeltist werden
kiinnen. Dutch diese Ausbildungen gclingt es, das Audio-
Soundsystem sehr einfaeli mit miigliehst wenigen Selinitt-
stellen und Einheiten aufzubauen. was die Verwaltung des
gesamten Systems, respeklive die Steuerung der einzelnen
Einheiten, wie auch die Versorgung des Systems mit der er-
fordertichen Encrgie vcreinfacht und dadurch das System
weniger anfeillig gegen Stiirungen inacht. Dadurch isl ein er-
hohtes Mal3 an Bediensicherheit und ein erhtihtes Mali an

Vezeinfachnng der Bediennng des Systems gegehen. Nach
de: heschriebenen Ausfijhrungsform ist. es mtiglich. eine
zentrale Einheit als Man-Machine-litterface, bestehend ans
Eingabe- und Anzeigeeinheit im Fahrzeug, votzugsweise ilil
Dashboard untemnbringen, und all die anderen Einheiten.
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wie Tuner, CD-Player, Videoplayer oder tihniiches int Kraft-
fahrzcug an der ihrer Funktion oder den Mtiglichkeiten dos
Falirzenges angepatiten nnd optimierten Position 1ln[C1'Z.lt-
hringen und tther das Bussystem so miteinander zu verb'm-
den, daB die erforderlichen Ste1Ier- und Qnelldaten 7.ie|ge-
richtet ttberlmgen werden. Damit ist es beispielsweise infig-
lich, den Rundfunktuner oder TV-Tuner am an sich idealcn
011 im Bereich der Antenne anzuordnen und nnr noch die

VOH diesen abgegebenen Quelldaten an den entspreclienden
Verstéirker und die Ausgabeeinheit weiterzuleiten. Die
Stcuemng ct-folgt in diesem Fall fiber die zentrale Einheit,
daa Man-Mactiine—Interfacc, wclehes dem Benutzer die

Mtigliclikeit de: Bedienung allot Systemkomponenten 111it
deren jeweiligen Funktionsnlnftingen gewiihrt. Bei [inde-
tnngen der Futiktionstiiiifiinge des Systems dureli Pindemng
der Furtktiuiisuiiifinge einmelner Komponentcn odcr dnrch
Hinzufiigcn odcr Entfemen einzelner Kontponcntcn lfifll
sich das erfindungsgemtitte, beschriebene System besonclers
einfaeh und sicher neu konfigurieren.

Ats hevorzugte Ausbildung der Erfindnng hat sich ge-
zeigt. C1al3 neben den Auttiodaten andere Mutnimediadaten,
insbesondere Videodaten, iibcrtragcn werdcn ktjnnen und
dati enlsprechende Einheiten zur Generierung dieser Multi-
mediadaten und entspreehende Einheiten zur Darstellung
dieser Mnltimediadateu votgeseltcn sind. A15 Beispiele flit
Einheiten z.ur Generierung Von Mullimediadaten sir1dinsbe-
sondere l)V])-Player, CI)-ROM-Ijesegeriite oder Navigati-
onsgeriite zu nennen und 2115 Einheilen zur Darstellung die-
ser Mullimediadaten zeigen sich beispielsweise LCD—Dis—
plays. (ieradc clutch die Vielfalt und die sehr dynamisehe
Entwicklung des Multimediabereiehcs, mil seinen spezifi—
schen Multimediadaten, den spezifisehen [nformationsnm—
feingen der jewetligen Geriite einschliefllich der Art und
Weise der Bedienbarke-it dieser Geréite, zeigt sich der boson-
dere Vorteil des erfindungsgemiifien Systems, da es auf alle
Intiglichen iindernngen Von neuen Geriiten im Bereich Mul-
timedia und deren spezifische Enlwicklnngen jedermit flexi-
bel reagieren kann und das Soundsystem den Erfordemisscu
einfach und flexibel anpassen kann. Diese Flexibijitiait er-
weist sieh umso 1nel1r,je grfifler die Zahl der Einheiten zur
Generierung VOEI Audi0— undJ'oderML11timediadaten sind, da
bei derartigen Systemen-Kndetungen dnrch Ersetzen der
Gertite dutch den Benutzer und damit iindem des Funkti-

onsumfanges sehr viel hiiufiger gegeben sind €ti.S bei Syste-
men mit nur einer einzigen Einheit zur Gcncricrung Von Au-
dio~ undfoder Multimedjadnten. Bei derartigen Systemen
kann der Benutzer gegebenenfalls nach seinen Vo1'stellun-
gen den Fnnktionsutnfang des gesalnten Systems festlegen
uml ihm die enlsprechenden Steuerhefehh: und Bedienhe-
fehle fiir die Zukunft ftlr die Bedienung des Systems zu-
grundc lcgen.

Bei Systemen mil inelmeren Verstiirkereinheiten zur Ve -
sttirkung der Audio—Queltdaten zeigen sich die besonderen
Vnrteile des erfindungsgeméilien Systems in hesonderer
Weise. da geraderdiese Verstéirkereintieiten, insbesondere
wcnn sic jcde ftir sich spezitisch zugeordnete Einheiten zur
Wandlung der verstéirkten Quelldaten in Schallwellen ant"-
weisen, eine Vielzahl Von unterschiedlichen Funktiona1it‘:i-
ten aufweisen. Dies umsn tnelir, da jeder Verstiirkereinhcit
fiir jeden ihr zugeordneten Lautsprecher spezifische, dem
Ort und den sonstigen Eigcnscliaftcn dos Lautsprechcrs an-
gepaflte und spezifisch verslitxkte Queltdaten LUI Verfugung
gestellt werden konnen, was sieh dutch untersehiedliche
Laut'zeitveI'z<'igerungen, Vorverzerrnngen und iihnljches
ausdriicken konnen. Wrd aus irgendwelchen Grtioden ir-
gendetne Komponente, insbesondere cine Einheit nur Wand-
lung der verstizirkten Quelldaten, geiindert, so lassen sich die
einzelnen Funktionsumfztnge der Verstiirkereinheit so an-
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passen, dafi das gesamte Atldio-Soundsystem mil (let neuen.
geiinderten Einheit zur Wandlung der verstéirkten QueLlda—
ten in Schatlwellen fur den Benutzer ein mfiglichst ideates
Klangempfinden erzeugt. Damit ist durch das erfindungsge-
inéifie System auch ermtiglicht. dalfi eine Anderung des
Funktionsumfangs dahingehend litiiglich ist, daB Fur be-
slirnmte Pnsifinnen im F‘ahn-mug, welehe dutch den Benni-
7.er gewiihlt werden kfinnran, jeweils cin nahezu ideater
Klangraum unter Ausnutzung der verschiedenen Verst§rker-
parameter, wie Fader, Balance. Verztigerungswerte, Vorver-
zeriung und tihnlichen eingestellt werden kann. Jeder neue
Parametersalz stellt einen geiinderten Funktionsumfang dar,
der bei dent erfindungsgeméiflen System auf besonders ein-
faehe und flexible Weise Verwendung finden kann. Diese
Vortcile crgeben sieh umso mehr, wcnn jcder Einhcil zur
Wnudtung der verstiirkten Queltdaten in Schaltwelten eine
cigenc Vcrstéirkcrcinhcit zugeordnet wird, d. h. sogenanntc
Aktivlautspreelicr Verwendung finden_ Dzmtit kann je nach
Art der Verwemlung der uktiveri Laulsprecher diesen ein je-
weiis spezifischer Funktionsutitfang als deren Funktionsurn-
fang zugeordnet sein, wetcher dann erfindungsgemfifi zur
Bildung dos Funktionsumfangs dcs gcsamten Systems toil-
weise oder voltstiindig herangezogen wird.

Vorzugsweise ist das Audio—Soundsystem mit einem Zeit-
geber versehen, der mach Ablauf einer vorgegebenen Zeit-
spanne die Generierung des Funkfionsumfanges des gesam-
ten Systems aus den liunktinnsuinfiingen der eimelnen t€in-
heiten sicherstellt. Durch dieses System ist eiue autu1naLi-
sierte Generierung des Funktionsumfangs des gesamten Sy-
stems in Iegelméifiigen Zeitabstéinden gegeben, was ein se|JI
sielieres und einfaches Handhnben des Systems und der
Miiglichkeiten des Systems ertauht. Wird die vnrgegehene
Zeilspanne einstellhar ausgebitdet, so l§Bt. sich auf yor[ei]—
hafte Weise den einzelnen Bedijrthissen cles Benutzers

Reclinung tragen. Wird der Benutzer das System fitters ..
dutch Hinzufiigen oder Austauschen einzelner Komponen-
ten oder Entfernen einzelner Komponenten oder einfach den
vertinderten cinzclnca Wunschvorstctlungcn dos jeweitigen
Benutzers anpassen woilen, so wird er eine verkI'.'II7,lc, VOI-
gegehene Zeitspanne einstetten, wfihrentl ein Benutzer, der
keine Knderungen oder prnklisch keine iinderungen verge-
sehen hat, dem System eine lange Zeilspanne bis zur Neu-
konfigurierung des Systems einstellen wird. Durch diese
einstettbare, vorgegebene Zeitspanne wird die Benutzep
freundlichkeit des Systems in besonderer Weise gewfi.hr1ei—
stet. da sich das System automatisch ohne Aktivitiiten des
Benutzers den Funktionsumfang des gesamten Systems fest-
lcgt, indem es auf die Funklionsuinfeinge der einzelnen Ein-
heiten, Komponcnten des Systems 7.uriickgreit't und nus die-
sen den Gesamtfunktionsuntfang bildet. Dariiberhinaus er-
wcist sich cin dcrartiges System als besondcrs sicher, da der
Ablauf der Fesllcgung des neuen Ftltiktiunstliitfangs stets in
festen Bahnen vcrlétuft, ohnc dabei die Flexibilitttt des Sy-
stems, d. h. Ilerttcksichtigung Von linderungen in der ver-
schiedensren Art und Weisc cinzuschrfinken.

Vorzugsweise wirct das System so ausgebitdct, dalt das
Einschalten des gesamten Audiosystems ode: aueh jeder
einzelnen Einheit erkannt wird und dutch dieses Einschatten

die Hildung ties ltunktionsutnfangs des gesamten Systems
ans den Funklionsumfaingen der einzelnen Einheiten ausge-
liist wird. Dabei is! 7.11 beachten. datt cin Hinzufiigcn einer
Einheit dem Einschallen dieser Einheit gleichkunmit. Dutch
diese spezifische An der Auslfisung der Bildung des Ge-
samtfunktionsumfangs ist auf einfache Art und Weise si-
chergestellt, dal3 bei reduziertem Verwaitungsaufw-and stets
ein den einzelnen Komponentcn angcpatiter (}esamIfunkti-
onsuutfang gegeben ist, der sich aulolnaliseh den geiinder—
ten Bedingungen. insbesondere beim Hinzufiigen weiterer
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Kumponenten, d. h. dem Ersetzen einzelner Komponenlen
dutch Entfernen und ansehlieflendes Hiuzufiigen, angepalfil
ist. Dadurch ist ein sehr flexjbles System gewtihrleistet, das
aufgrund der reduzierten Verwaltung sicher in seiner Funk-
lion ist. Dieses System zeichnet sich insbesondere daclurch
aus, dnfl es nur fiir sehr begrenste Zeit, insbesundere beim
Einschalten, nicht im vollen Umfang funktionsfiihig ist, dfl
in diesel Zeit der gesamte. Funktionsumfang etst gebildel
werden mufi und dadurch die Bedjenung des Systems fiir
diese Zeit nicht oder nur beschrinkt miigljch ist.

Als besonders geetgnetes Gesamtsystem zeigt sich ein
System, welches mittels der Bedieneinheit zur Bildung des
gesamten Funktionsumfangs des gesumten Systems veran-
laflt wcrdcn kann. Hat der Benutzcr das Bedtirfnis, das

Soundsystem in scinem Funktionsumfang zu vcrfindcrn oder
den getinderten Eigenschaften anzupassen, so kann er die
Bilduug des Funktionsumfangs dcs gesamtcn Systems durch
Beliitigung eiues Uder Jttellrerer Bedienelemente der Bedien-
einheil ausltisen. Damit wird sichergeslelll, daB alleine dann
wenn es notwendig ist, die Bildung des Funktionsumfangs
ausgeltist wird und dadurch das System fiir kurze Zeit in der
Funktionsweisc behindcrt wird. Dadurch ist die Funktionali-

tiit des gesamten Systems fiber nuhezu die votlstiindige Zeil
sichergestellt. Eine sichere und flexible Anpassung an die
Erfordernisse und Wiinsche des Benutzers ist bei dem Sy-
stem weiterhin in vorzijglicher Weise sichergestellt.

l)ariiherhinaus hat sich als hevnrzugtc Ausbildung des
Audiu-Suundsystetus gezeigt, dafi es in der Luge ist, durch
den Benutzer veranlafit die Ausgabe der Funktionsumffingc
des gesamten Systems sowie der einzeiuen undloder aller
Einheiten iiber die An2.eigeeil'IheiL zu erII1tfigliehen.Da1'iiber—
liinaus hat es sich als voneilhaft erwiesen, dutch entspre-
chende Bedienungsfijhrung mittets der Bedieneinheit und
der Anzeigeeinheil sicherzustellen. dali einze1ne'Teii.funltti—
onsumfeinge Oder auch gauze Funktionsutnfdnge BiflZBll'lBI
Komponenten fiir die Benutzung zur Bitdung des Fuukti-
onsumfangs des gesamten Systems selektiert werden. Nach
Abschtufi der Setektion der einzelnen ausgewiihlten Funl-:ti-
onsumfainge der einzehien Einlieiten wird dann der gesamte
Funktionsumfang des Systems gebildet, wodurch der Be.-
dien- und Anzeigeeinheit dem neuen gesamten Fun!(ti.0ns-
umfang eutsprechende Menues und Funktionalitiiten 2uge-
wiesen werden, wie auch die Sleuereinheit und die einze1-
uen Einheiten nur noch die fiir den beschrfinkten, neugebit-
deten gesamten Funktionsumftmg des Systems relevanten
Steuerbefehle darnit fur die Funktionnlitiiten des ncuen gt»
samten Funktionsutnfangs des Systems relcvantcn Funktio-
nalitétlen sichergestellt sind. Damit iéiflt sich das System sehr
einfach nach den Wiinschen der; Henutmets anpassen und aut‘
das fiir den gewttnschten Funktioiisutitfang notwendigelt/Iafl
an StL‘.ucr- und Verwaltuiigstfitigkeil rcduziurl. 33 isl also
uicht Illl:l].t' notwendig, eine Vielzahl Von Funktionalitiiten
des Systems zu unterstutzen. die der Benutzer nicht
wfinscht. Damit. tiilfit. sich die Bediensicherheit. und I"unkti-

onssicherheit des Systems deullich erhtihen, ohne dais die
Ftcxibilitéit dos Systems beschrfinkt wird.

Nehen der Anwendung des Audio-Soundsystems in ei-
nem Kratlfahrzeug erweist sich die Verwendung dieses Sy-
stems in einem Wohnwagen 0dCt' einem Itaus nder einer
Wohnung als vorteilhaft, da auch in diesen vergleichbare
Problcmsteltungcn, insbesonderc bcim Hinzufjgcn wcitcrcr
Komponenten in ein fiber ein Bussystetn verbundene Ein-
heiten aufweisendes System, aufireten. Daunil zeigen sieh
auch die vergleichbaren Vorteile, insbescmdere dann wenn
einzelne Komponenten ergénzl werden, beispielsweise
wenn ein weiterer Raum der Wohnung mit Einheite-n zur
Wandlung vun Audio-Quelldaten in Sch-allwellen und gege—
benenfalls Verstfirkem versehen werden soll. Eei einer der-
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arligen Anderung sollle das System iliiigliehst einfaeh, si-
eher, schnell und flexibel an die neuen Bediirfnisse angepaflt
werden. Inseweit enveist sich die Verwendung des Audie»
Soundsystems fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug in den snderen Umge—
bungen als besonders vorteithafl.

Die Erfindung Wird nachfoigend anhnnd eines Aus['Lih-
rungsbeispiels geméitfi Fig. 1 erliiutert; in dieser zeigt:

Fig. 1 ein Audio-Suuudsystem Hit em Kxaftfiihrzetug, des-
sen Einheiten fiber ein Bussystem mit ringfiinniger 'Ibpolo-
gle.

Das in Fig. 1 beispielhaft dargestellt Audio-Soundsystern
1 fijr ein Krsftfahrzeug zeigt eine Steuereinheit 2, aim: in ei-
nem Geriil zusanuilengefailte Eingaheeinheit 3, eine Ausga-
beeinheit4, welehe zusiitzlieh einen Speieher9 aufweist, die
zusarrnnengefafite Einheil wird auch Man—Machine—Inter—
face MMI gcnannl, ein CD-Wechsler 5', ein FM-’l‘uncr 5 mit
zugcordnete1nSpeiehcr 9, cine Verstiitkcrcinheit 61nit damn
angeschlossenen zwei Lautsprecllern 7, eine Navigation-
einheit ll mit zugeordnetem Speieher 9, eine Rechnenein-
heit ll) mil inlegriertent Speicller‘ 9 sowie eiuell TV-Tuner
11. Diese einzelnen Komponenten des Audio-Sountlsystems
1 sind tlbcr ein Bussystem 8 ringfdrmig miteinander verbun-
den.

Uber das Bussystem 8 werden sowohl Steuer-, Audio- als
auch Multimediadateu iibertragen. Dureh die Steuereinheit
2 des Audie-—Soundsystems 12 werden die einzelnen Kem-
ponenten 3, 4, 5, 6, 1], ill enlspreehenrl ihren l-'unktiona|il}'i-
ten angesteuert bzw. mil den notwendigen Dalen fiir deren
Funktionieren irn System versorgt

Beispielsweise wird das MMI 3,4,9 so angesteuert, daB
(lie Anzeige 4 in einze-lne Segmente unte-rteill wird, weiche
einzelnen ’l‘asten der liingaheeinheit réiulnlieh und funkti0-
nell zugeordnet sind, und dafi in den Segmenten eine Dar-
slellung der Bedienfunktion der diesem Segment zuge0rd-
neteu Taste typiseli in Form Von Menuedarstellung, gezeigt ..
warden. Dureh die Betiitigung einer der Tasten wird die in
dem zugeordneten Segment der Anzeigeeinheit 4 darge-
stelltc Fnnktion ausgeltist. Diese Funktionen kdnnen victfa1-
tigster Natur sein, wie zum Beispiel Laulstiirke erhéhen.
Lautstéirke absenken, Loudness ein oder aus, Surround ein
ode: nus, System aus, Sehlafmodus ein, B118 verstéirken oder
absenken, Balance nach links Oder rechts versehieben, Um-
schalten auf TV-Tuner, Eingabemodus Navigation starten,
Equalizing-Progratnniieren starten oder vielcs mehr. Dureh
diese Darsteltung kann der Benutzer das gesatnte System 1
iiber die eine zentrale Eingabe— 3 und Anzeigeeinheil 4 be-
dienen. Die Darstellung und die Bedienung erforderliclten
Dalen sind in dem Speicher 9 des MMI abgelegt. Dart‘1ber—
hinaus sind aber nicht nur die derieit aktuellen Daten, d. I1.
aktueller Bedienungs- und Darstellungsulnfang, abgespei-
chert sondern aueh alle méglichen Daten, wclehc fiir das
MMI in seiner allgenleinsten DaIstellung- und Bedienn1'c'tg-
liehkeil relevant siutl. Diese allgelneiueu Dnteu zeigen su-
n1itdie.grL1ndsiil7.liche.n Miiglichkeiten und damit der Funk-
tionsumfang des MMI. Dieser ist nieht unbedingt identiseh
zu dem aktuell alctiven Funklionsumfang.

Entsprecltencles gilt fiir die anderen Einheiten zur Gene-
rierung V011 Quelldaten wie den FM—'D.Iner mit dem z.uge-
nrdneten, inlegrierten .‘>'peieher9 und die Navigatinnseinheit
11 mit deren integriertent Speicher 9, der vorzugsweise als
CD-ROM ausgchildet ist und dsher einen umfassendcn
Funklionsunifang darstellen kann. Dieser Ftinkliunsutrtfang
umfafit neben den Daten zum Inijglichen Funktionsumfang
der Navigationseinheit Ll auch die Dated zum Funktions-
umfang des TV-Tuners. Durch die Mdglichkeit des Austen-
sehes der CD-ROM als Speicherbasis liillt sich der Iniigliche
liunktionsuntfang sehr einfaeh in Form einer Art Software-
Update tindern,
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Dartiberliinaus zeigt das dargeslellte Audio-Soundsystetu
eine Rechnereinheit 1|] mit integriertem Speieher 9. Diese
Recheneinlieit 10 ist iiber eine nieht niiher dargestellte lifts-
bare Schnitlstelle mit dem Bussystem 8 verbunden und kann
iiber diese Daten mit den anderen Einheit des Systems 1 ans-
lauschen. Irn Speieher 9 der Reeheneinheit 1|] sind bei-
spielsweise die mégliehen Funktionsumfdnge des CD-
Weclislers S und des Verstéirkers 6 und ggfi der Lautsprecher
7 abgelegt. Der Recheneinheit 10 kann iiber cine vorhan-
dene weiter standardisierte Schnittstelle wie RS 232 geiin-
derte oder neue Ftlnktiensunlfsnge fiir einbelne Einheiten
des Systems eingespielt und bei Bedarf in deren Speicher 9
abgelegt werden. Da die Reeheneinheit 10 ltisbar mit dem
Bussystem verbunden ist, ist mit Hilfe dieser stets such eine
einfaehe l-Jberpriifung des Systems in derArl eines regelrnii—
Bigen Services mit integriertcr Anpassung der Iniigliehen
Ftlnklionsumfiingc auf schr einfache Weisc miiglich. In die-
sem Fall werdeu dlese mfigiichen Furiklionsunlfzinge entwe-
der komplett oder in eingeschrfinktenr Umfang einzelnen
Speichern 9 des Systems 1 zugeordncl und Llorl abge5pt:i-
chert.

Anliand der aus den einzclncn Ftlnktionsumfiingc der cin-
zelnen Kumpunenten, aueh Einheilen des Systems genannt,
gebitdete Funktionsumfang des gesztmten Systems 1 werden
der zu einer zenlralen MMI zusamn1engefal3ten Eingahe— 3
und Anzeigeeinheit 4 festgelegte Bedienmenues und Be-
fehlsfolgen 7.u den Iiedienelementen zugenrrlnet, anhand de-
rer der Benutzer die Bedienung des Systems vornehmen
knnn. Weiterhin wird der Steuerbefehtssntz zwischen den

cinzehien Komputtenten enlsprechend dem FLuJkLi0nsutn—
fang gewiihlt, wodurch ein reduzierter Verwa]tungs- und Or-
ganisationsaufwand fiir den lletrieb des Systems notwendig
ist. Dadureh wird auch die Belriehssicherheit erhdht, (is we-
niger Weehsetwirkungen zwischen einzelnen Systemzusttim
den und entspreehenden Funktionalitiiten zu beriieksichti-
gen sind.

Wircl nun eine der Einheilen 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 ans dem Sy-
stem 1 entfernt, durch eine andere Einheit ersetzt Oder eine
weitere Einheit hinzugefiigt, so wird diese Veriinderung des
Systems durch die Steuereinheit 2 festgestellt. Banach Wirri
automatiseh e-in Verfahrensablauf zur Festiegung des Funk-
tionsurnfanges des Alttlio-Soundsystems 1 ausgelést. In die-
sem werden der Reihe naeh fiber das Bussystein 8 alle Funk-
tionsumfiinge der einzelnen Einheitcn des Systems zcntral
erfatit und aus den erfaflten Einzelfnnktionsumfaingen der
Funklionsumfang des gesamten Systems 1 gebildet. Dies
kann durch vollstiindige Ubernaltnte der einzelnen Funkli—
onsumfsnge einzelner Einheiten crfolgcn Oder durch tell-
weise Uhernahlne erfolgen. Welehe ]"unktionalitiit.en einer
Einheit in den Funktionsumfang des gesamten Systems
iibernolnmen wind, kann sich ans den Wechsclwirkungen
der einzelnen Einheiten ergeben Oder kaun durch intlividu-
elle Auswahl durch den Benuuer des Systems 1 ergeben.

Iiin lleispiel fijr eine hegrcnzende Kombination Von 1'sin-
hciten were eine Balance- oder Faderfunktion, wenn das ge-
salnlc System nur cinen cinzigen Lautsprecher 7 aufwcist.
In diesem Fall wiirde die Steuereinlteil 2 erkennen, dafl die
Fader— Oder Batancefunktionalitéit der Verstétrkereinheit 6 in

der derzeitigen Systernkonliguration mit. einem ein7.i gen
Lautsprecher 7 nieht zuléissig sind und daher nicht in den
Fnnktionsumfang des gesamten Systems 1 iihemomnien
werden kiinnen. Litnilierentle Faktoren kiinnen aueh in den

Eigenschaften einzelner Einheiten begriindet sein.
Darijber hinaus kann der Benutzer des Systems durch Be-

téttigung einer bestimmten "Paste Oder Tastenkornbination
der Eingabeeinheit 3 ohne Eingrilf in die einzel11en3inhei-
ten des Systems - Austauseh. Entfemen uder Hinzufligen
Von Einheiten - eine Anderung des Funktionsumfanges aus-
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liisen. Dabei kann der Benulzer dann einen ihm genehluen
Funktionsunlfang festlegen. Dies erfolgt dann (lurch enl-
sprechcndc Selektion der einzelnen Fnnktionalitiiten der
einzelnen Eillheilen des System mitHi1fe der Bcdieneinheit
3 und dcr Anzcigcncinhcit 4. Dahci wcrdcn die méigljchcn
Funkmjnaliliilen in dcr Ann-:igt:i1cinht:iL 4 dargeslelll und
durch spczifischc Bcliitigung cler Tastcn dc: Bcdicncinhcit 3
fiir die. Ubernalime. in den Funklionsurufang des gesainten
Systems 1 selektiert. Dies wird fiir alle Einheilen, deren
Punktionsunifang frei selektierbar ist, durchgefiihrt. Auch
ist es mtiglich, dais nur die Andemngen zu dam bestehenden
Funktionsumfang des gesamten Systems einge-hen warden.
das hei|3t es warden nach Wunsch des Benutzers einzeins

Funktionslitiitcn aus dc-In Funktionsumfang gcliischt odcr
neue Funktionalitfiten clean bcsiehcnden Funklionsumfang
hinzugefiigt. Auf dc: Basis dcs ncu fcslgcleglen Fnnkli0ns-
unifangcs dcs Systems warden die dicscm cntsprcclicndcn
Budiciilllcilucs in dtsr Allwigtciiilicil 4 dargcsteill und dun
Tasten der Bedieneinheit 3 die diesem entsprechenden BE?
fehlsumfiinge zugeurdnet sowie die diesem Funktionsum-
fang entsprechenden Steuerbefehie zwischen den einzelnen
Einhcitcn insbcsondcrc zwisclicn dcr Stcucrcinhcit 2 und

der speziliscllen Einheil ausgelauschl.
Dutch diese Méglichkeit isl sichergestellt, da|3 jeder Be—

lmtzer nach sciucn eigencn Bediirfnisscu einen l"unktious-
umfang des gesamten Systems darstellen kann, ohne daB er
jcwcils auf andcrt: ncuc Knmponcntcn 7.urI'1'ckgrcil'en muH.
Da1niL kann sin und dassclbt: Audio-Suurldsyslclli (lurch die
iudividuclle Mdglichkeit, den Funktionsuinfang fe-sLzu1e—
gen, vfilfig uulciscliiedliclie (iesiditcr und Viirlialtenswciscn
zeigen. Der eine Benulzer zeigL sich als v611igerPu1-isl in der
Art der Bedienung, weshalh es ihm vfillig geniigr die Laur-
sr.-‘éirke zu regeln, sowie die Wahl der Signalquelle vomeh—
men zu kijnnen. Dieser wéire dutch jade weilere Funkli0na—
litéit gestdrt und wird sich clutch diesen puristischen Funkti- ..
onsumfang am eheslen angesprochen ffihlen. Der anderc
Bcnutzer mdchtc allc mdgliclzlcn Eingriffsniifiglichkciten
und Funktionalitiiten jeder einzelnen Einheil clcs Systems
zur Verfiigung stehen haben und wird dahcr allc miiglichen
Fllnktioualitfilen in den Fllnklidnslliilfailg des gesauiten Sy-
stems fibcrnehinen. Mit einetn solchcn System wiire der zu-
vor genannle Benutzer v6]Jig iiberforderl wiihrend dieser
Benulzer dadurch sehr angesprochen ist. Zumal dieses Sy-
stem ihm jederzeit die Mdglichkeit gibli einzelne K0mp0-
nenten dutch andere Komponenten mit grdflerem Funkti-
onsumfung auszumuschen oder weitere Komponenlen hin-
zuzufiigcn und dadurch don Funktionsumfang ohnc ko1np1i-
zierten Eingriff in das System einfach und sicher den jewei-
ligen Gcgchcnlicilcn anzupasscn. Iicispiclswcisc isl cs mfig-
licli, die bisher einfache einfarbige, kieinfliichige Anmige-
cinhuit dutch uin viulfurbuncs Display zu crsctzcn, was da-
nlit viillig andena koiiiforlablere Bedienluenuus criuiigliclil
und dadurch die Benutzung erleichtert. Diese Anpassung
des Funklionsumfanges erfolgl stats aus der Kotnmunika-
Lion der einzelnen Einheiten untereinander fiber das Bussy-
stcm 3. DLl1'C1] das gczoigtc Audio-Soundsystcm ist cin schr
fiexibles, kostengfiustig Lind sicher zu veréindanides System
gegeben, das sich den individuellen Bediirfnissen in e‘1nfa—
cher Weiss anpassen |éiIil..

Bczugszcichcnlistc

l Audio-Soundsysteui
2 Sleuereinlieil

3 Eingabeeinheit zur Bedienung des Systems (1)
4 Anzeigeeinhsit
5 Einhuil zur Generierung der Quclldmcn in Form vun Au-
diodaten

10

6 Versliirkensinlieil zur Versliirkung der Quelldalen,
'7 Lautsprecher
8 Bussystem
9 Speicher

S 10 Rcchncreinheit

11 Einheil zur (icnericrung Von Mullitncdiu-Dalen.

Patfintansliriinlie

1. Audio-Soundsystem (1) Fur ein Kralifahrzeug mit
einer Steuereinheit (2), mit einer Eingabeeinheit (3) zur
Bedie-nung des Systems (I), mit einer Anzeigeeinheil
(4), mit einer Einhcit (5) zur Gencriemng der Quellda—
ten in Form V011 Audiodaten, mit einer Verstiirkerein
heit (6) zur Vcrstiirkung dcr Quclldalcn, mil cincm odor
mehrcren Lausprechern ('7) mid mit eincm Bussyslcm
(8), d-as din Ubcrlragung dcr Quclldalcn und dcr Shau-
crtlalcll zur Stellerung dcr Einhcitcn (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, '7)
zwisclien den einzelnen Einheilen (2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7) si-
clierstellt, dadurch gekennzeinllnel, dafl zumindesl
eine von der Sieuereinheit (2) verschiedene Einheit (3,
4, 5,6,7) dcs Systems (1) cincn ilir zugcordnctcn Spai-
cher (9) aufweisl, in dem der Funklionsuinfang diesel’
Einheit (3, 4, 5, 6, '7) dargestellt ist, und dieser Funkti—
dnsumfang i.'1bc1‘ den Bus (8) an die Steueveiiiheit (2)
Libertragbar ist und in dieser der iibermittelte Funkti-
on surnfang zumindcsl te1'|weise 7.ur Bildung tics Funk-
Iiuiisuliifanges (less gesamttzn Systems (1) ht:rangt:w-
gen werden kann.
2. Audio-Soundsystein fiir ein Kraftfalirzeug nach An-
spruch 1, dadurch gekennzeiclmel, dafi der einer Ein-
heit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) zugeordneie Speicher (9) Tail dieser
Einheit. (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) ist.
3. Audio—Sonndsys:em fnr ein Krafifahrzeug nach An-
spruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, deli cler der Einheit
(3, 4, S, 6, 7) zugeordnete. Speicher (9) Tbil einer fiber
das Buss)/ste1n(8) mil dsr Einheit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) vcrbun-
den, réiumlich Von den andcrcn Einhcitcn (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7) separicricn Rcchncrcinhcit. (10) ist.
4. Audio-Suundsyslcm fiir ein Kraflfahrnzug nach An-
spruch 3, dadurch gekennze-ichnel, dafl der der Einlieit
(3, 4, 5, 6, '7) zugcordnelc Spcicher (9) in der Rechner-
einheit (10) mit gefindenen Funktionsumfaingen bo-
schneibbar ausgebildet ist.
5. Audio—Soundsysle1n fiir ein Kraflfahrzeug nach ei-
nem der Ansprliche 3 bis 4. dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dafl dic Rcchncrcinlmit (10) iibcr cine. vorbereitete
Schnittstellc in dem Bussystem (8) mit dcm System (1)
liishar vcrhundcn isi.

6. Audio-Soundsyslem fiir ein Kraflfahrzeug nach ei-
ncm clcr vorstclicndcn Anspriichc, dsdurch gckcnn-
zcichnl-:1, dafl dis: Sluilereinllcil (2.), din: Eingabwuililiuil
(3) und die Anzeigeeinheit (4) clergestalt mitcinandcr
verbunders sind, dial} rnittels der Anmigeeinheil. (4) die
fiir die Bedienung des gesamten Systems (1) cr[ordcr1i-
clicn Bcdicnmcnucs cntsprcchcnd dcm Funklionsun1-
fang des gesanllen Systems (1) darstellhar sind und die
Bedienung des Syslenis (1) mit HiLfe der Eingabeeir1—
heit. (3) anhand dcr |)arslcl|ungcn in der Anzeigeeim
heit (4) erfolgen kann.
7. Audio-Soundsysicin fiir cin Kraftfahrmug nach An-
spruch 6, dadurch gckcnnmichnct, dafi die Eingabccin-
heil (3) und die Anzeigeeinheit (4) zu einer einzigen
Einheit (3,4) ztlsauuncngefaflt sind.
8. Audio-Soundsyslem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug nach An-
spruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Anzcigccin-
heil (4) in einzclne Segulenle unlerleill isl, welche cin-
zelnen Tasten der Eingabeeinheit (3) réumlich zugc—
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ordnel sincl und welche die jeweils der zugeordnelen
Taste zuguwicsene Bedienfunktion darslellen, und daB
die Zuweisung der Bedienfilnktion der Tasten sowie
die Darstellung der Bedienfunklion in den einzelnen
Segmenlen dutch die Sleuereinhcit (2) anhand des
Funkiionsumfangs des gesamlen Systems (1) gewiihlt
int.

9. Alldin-Snnndsystein fiir ein FfI'aflfaI1rn=.IIg nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprfiche, dadurch gekenn—
zeichr1eL dafl neben den Audiodaten andere Mu1I;'11ne-
dia-Daten, insbesondere Videodaten, iibertragen wer-
den kiinnen, und dais entsprechende Einheiten ([1) zur
Generierung dieser Mu1timedia—Daten, insbesondere
DVD -Player, sowie entsprechende Einheilen zur Dar
stellung diescr Multimedia-Datcn, inshesondcre Dis-
plays vorgcschcn sind.
10. Audio-Sonndsysteln fiir cin Kraftfahracug nach ci-
nem der vorstelienden AI'lSpi'fiC11B insbesondere An-
sprucl19, dadurch gekeunzeichuel, dafi in LlemSysLe1n
(1)1I1eh1'e1'e Einheilen (5, 11} '£.l]L' Generierung Von Au-
d'1o- undloder Multimedia-Dalen vmgesehen sind.
11. Audio-Soundsyslern fI'.ir ein Kraftfahrzeug nach ci-
nem der vorslehenden Anspriiche, darlurch gekenn—
zeichnet, daB (1213 System (1) mehrere Verstzirkereinl1ei-
ten (6) wt Verstiairkllng der Auclio—Quel!c|aten v0rgese—
hen sind, welche jeweils einem Oder mehreren Laur-
sprechem (7) réiumlieh zugeordnet und mii. diesen so
verbunden sind, duJ3 ausschliefllich diese 1niL den speci-
fisch vcrstéirkten Audiodaten Emgesleuert warden.
12, Audio-S011ndsystc111 fiir eiu Kraflfaluzcllg nach ei-
neln der vorslehenden Anspriiche, dadurch gekBnn-
zeichnet, deli das System (1) einen Aeitgeher aufweist,
dutch den nach Ablauf einer vorgegeben Zeilspanne
die Bildung des Funkfionsumfanges des gesamten Sy-
stems (1) ans den Funktionsumfingen der einzelnen ..
Einheiten (2. 3, 4, 5. 6, 7. 11) auslfisbar ausgebildel isl.
13. Audio-Soundsyslem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug nach
Anspruch 12, dadurch gekennzeichrlel, da|3 die vorge-
gehen Zeitspanne fiir dieBildung des Funktionsumfam
gas (165 gcsalnten Syslenis (1) einfitcllhar ausgehildet.
14. Audio-Souudsystem fiir ein Kraflfahrzeiig nach ei-
nem der vorslehenden Anspriiche. 1 his 11, dadurch gee
kennzeiclmel, (1315 data System (1) so ausgebilclet iSE,
dafl bei Einschallen des gesamten Audio-Sounds}
stems (1) Oder einer einzelnen Einheit (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7,11] davon die Bildung des Funklionsumfanges des
gesanlten Systems (1) ans den Fuuktionsunlfzingen der
cinzclncn Einheitcn (2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 11) ausliisbar ist.
I5. Audio-Soundsyslcm fiir cin Kraftfahrzeug nach ci-
nem der vorstehenden Anspriiche, dadurch gekenn-
zcichneh daB mittels dc-1'Bedienci11hcil (3) die Ausgahc
des Status der Funlctions1m1fiinge des gesamten Sy-
stems (1) undloder eiuzelner undloder aller Einheilen
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, I1) fiber die Anzeigeeinheil (4) ausI6s-
bax ist.

16. Audio-Soundsystcm fur cin Kraftfahmcug nacl1ei-
nem der vorsrehenden Anspriiche, dadurcli gekenn-
zeichnet. dafl miltels der Bedieneinheit (3) die Bildung
des l‘unkl.1'0nsuu1fange5 des gesannen Systems (1) ans
den Funktionsumfingen der einzelnen Einheiten (2, 3,
4, 5, 6, '7, 11) ansliishar ist.
17. Verwendung des Audio-Soundsyslems (1) [fir ein
Krnftfahrzeug nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprijche
in einem Wohnwagen, in einem Hans oder in einer
Wohnung.
18. Verfahren Festlegung des Funktionsumfangs eines
Audio-Soundsyslems (1) nach einem der vorslehendcn
Anspriiche 1 bis 16, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafi bei

12

einer Anderung (lee Systems (1) insbesondere dutch
Hinzufiigen eincr weiteren Einheit (5, 11) 7.ur Generie-
lung Von Quelldaten und bei der damit verbundenen
Anderung des Funktionsumfanges des Systems (1), die
Steucrcinhcit (2) YOU den einzelnen Einheiten (2. 3. 4,
5, 6, 7, 11) ibren einheitenspezifischen FunkIj0nsu11L-
fang nus den cliesen Einheilen (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) zuge-
nrflnelen Speinhern (9) zur Verfiigmlg gcstelll be-
kommt, und diese einheitenspezifischen FunkI:iousum-
fainge gesamt oder teilweise Ll] einem neuen gesamten
Funktionsumfang des gesamten Systems (1) zusam-
mengefligt, und dafl im fotgenden die Steuereinheit (2)
entsprechend cliesem gesamlen Funktionsumfang die
einzelnen Einheiten ansleuert und die generierten
Qllelldarcn clcmenlsprechend den einzelnen entspre—
chenden Einhciten (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) im System 2uge-
wiesen warden.

19. Verfallren Feslleguug des Funktiotlsutllfangs tines
Audio-Soundsyslcllls nnch /mspruch 18, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnei, dafl die Slcuereinheil (2) t:nlsprv:c}1enLl
dem gesanuen Funktionsurnfang die Eingabe- (3) und
die Anzcigecinhcit (4) dcrart mil Datcn vcrsorgt, da|3
der Benulzer des Soundsyslelus (1) die einzelnen Para-
meter der Funktionen des Systems (1) wie beisp'1e1s-
weise Lalatstéirke, Bali, Treble, Fader, Balance, Equali-
zer, usw. individuell einslellen kann.
20. Verfahren licstlegung (165: i"unktionsumfangs eines
Audio-Sound:-ryslelns l'l‘dC1'l Anspruch 18 undloder 19,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafl die Steuereinheit (2) ent-
sprechend diesem gcsalnten FL1nkti0nsumfang die Ein-
gabe (3) und die Anzeigeeinheit (4) deran miL1)alen
versorgt, deli der Benulzer des Snurldsysieins (1) die
einmelnen Funktionen der einzelnen Einheilen (2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 11) zur Generierung V011 Quellclalen des Sy-
stems wie beispielsweise Play, Trackspnmg, Repeat,
Fast Forward, Rewind. Frequenzwechsel. Frequenz~
bandwechsel, Stu1nmschal1ung, Viarkelirsnachrichten
aktivicrcnldeaklivieren, Sendersuchlauf starlen, RD3-
Funklinnen aktivierenldeaktivieren usw. fiber enlspre~
chende Berlienlnenucs aufrufen kann.

Hierzu 1 Seile(n) Zeiclmungen
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DECLARATION

I, Hans~Jakob Wilhelm, declare that I am well qualified as a

translator of German to English and that I have carefully

prepared the attached English language translation from the

original document:

Audio—Soundsystem fur ein Kraftfahrzeug (DE 196 51 308 A1)

[Audio sound system for a motor vehicle]

written in German; and that the attached translation is an

accurate English version of such original to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true

and correct.

- Date 5% [fig
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[l3541/13]

AUDIO SOUND SYSTEM FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE

An audio sound.system (1) for a motor vehicle having a control

unit (2), having an input unit (3) for operating the system

(1), having a display unit (4), having a unit (5) for

generating the source data in the form of audio data, having

an amplifier unit (6) for amplifying the source data, having

one or multiple loudspeakers (7) and having a bus system (8),

which ensures the transmission of the source data and the

control data for controlling the units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

between the individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), in which at

least one unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) of the system (1) that is

distinct from the control unit (2) has an associated memory

(9), in which the functional scope of this unit (3, 4, 5, 6,

7) is represented, and this functional scope is transmittable

via the bus (8) to the control unit (2) and in the latter the

transmitted functional scope is able to be used at least

partially for forming the functional scope of the overall

system (1). For this purpose, the control unit (2), the input

unit (3) and the display unit (4) are connected to one another

in such a way that the operating menus required for operating

the overall system (1) are representable in accordance with

the functional scope of the overall system (1) via the display

unit (4) and the system (1) may be operated with the aid of

the input unit (3) on the basis of the representations on the

display unit (4).
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Description

The invention relates to an audio sound system for a motor

vehicle having a control unit, having an input unit for

operating the system, having a display unit, having a unit for

generating the source data in the form of audio data, having

an amplifier unit for amplifying the source data, having one

or multiple loudspeakers associated with the amplifier unit

and having a bus system, which ensures the transmission of the

source data and the control data for controlling the units

between the individual units.

Such an audio sound system is generally described in EP—A-0

725 522. Furthermore, such a system is described in the

printed publication “OCC B001" CONAN “Optical Transceiver",

C&C Electronics Ltd., 1996. The described audio sound systems

disclose a control unit, also called head unit, which effects

the control of the overall system and which allows for the

output of information via the display unit, the operation of

the system by the user via the input unit and the Conversion

into corresponding control commands for the individual units

of the audio sound system. The known audio sound systems for

motor vehicles feature a rigid system structure, which only

allows for certain units to be integrated into the System,

which are provided for by the control unit/head unit. The

known audio sound systems for motor vehicles thus prove to

have little flexibility, not to be very user-friendly and to

be very expensive in the event of an adaptation of the system

to the new conditions. An adaptation to new, different,

additional components is ensured in the known audio sounds

systems by the fact that in addition to the new unit a new

control unit/head unit must also be integrated into the

system, which entails the disadvantages already described.

The objective of the invention is to develop the audio sound
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system for a motor vehicle in such a way that the system may

be modified preferably in a simpler, more cost—effective and

more reliable manner.

In the known [sic] audio sound system, this objective is

achieved in that the control unit is enabled to receive from

one or multiple or all other units of the system their

possible functional scope, which is stored in a memory

associated with the latter, via the bus system, and that the

functional scope of the overall system is formed from the sum

of the individual functional scopes. This functional scope of

the overall system always forms a subset of all functional

scopes of the individual units of the audio sound system.

According to the invention, the described audio sound system

reveals a structure, which has stored the functional scope of

the individual units in decentralized locations and where in a

centralized location, preferably in the control unit, a

functional scope of the overall system for controlling the

overall system is stored, which is formed from the different

individual functional scopes of the individual units.

In contrast to the related art, in the event of a

modification, for example when adding a new unit of the audio

sound system for which there was originally no provision, the

control unit, or rather the head unit, is no longer exchanged,

but is rather maintained in its kind and it is ensured that

the added functional scope of the additional unit is included

in the formation of the functional scope of the overall

system, whereby the modifications of the overall system are

taken into account and the user is provided with new, modified

operating options and corresponding functionalities of the

system in accordance with the modifications. Thus, to the

extent required, in accordance with the new functional scope

of the overall system, a new operational guidance for

operating the overall system is provided, which possibly
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involves modified representations in the display unit or

modified assignments of commands to the input keys of the

input unit.

This development of the audio sound system makes it possible

to adapt the functional scope of the audio sound system to new

requirements in a reliable, simple and cost—effective manner.

Costly ancillary devices and new devices are not required in

this case.

A particularly advantageous, flexible audio sound system is

provided if a plurality of units has memories associated with

them, in which functional scopes specific for these units are

stored, and if from these the overall functional scope of the

system is formed, in which all functionalities are used or

only certain parts of the functionalities of the individual

units are to be transferred into the functionality of the

overall system. This partial transfer may occur automatically

through the control unit or through the user or through an

additional unit that is temporarily integrated into the sound

system and connected via the bus line.

In a particularly advantageous manner, the versatility of the

system may thus be flexibly and freely configured according to

the respective requirements of the user in accordance with the

respectively available units for producing audio data or the

units for amplifying these data, which may also be the case if

no new units are included in the system, but rather only the

utilized subsets of the individual functional scopes are

adapted to new requirements by expansion or restriction.

According to a preferred specific embodiment of the invention,

the memory associated with a unit is developed as a part of

this unit. This ensures that the memory content containing the

possible functional scope of the unit does not have to be

transmitted via the bus system to the unit in order
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subsequently to transmit the functional scope from the unit

again via the bus line to the control unit. In the case of an

optical bus system, which has particularly great advantages in

terms of EMC stability and saving weight, one may dispense

with the necessarily required, cost—intensive electrical-

optical converters between the memories and the units, which

makes the system less susceptible to failures and thus

increases the reliability of operation and thus the user-

friendliness of the system. Moreover, this development proves

to be particularly cost-effective.

According to an advantageous development of the invention, the

memory is developed as part of a computer unit, which is

connected via the bus system to the unit associated with the

memory, and which is developed as an independent computer unit

spatially separated from the other units, and which, when

required, is able to supply via the bus system the functional

scope of the unit associated with the memory directly or

indirectly to the control unit for forming the functional

scope of the overall system. For this purpose, the use of a

computer unit proves to be particularly advantageous since it

has very flexible memory structures, into which other modified

functional scopes may be written in a simple manner via other

interfaces of the computer unit. It is also possible to

provide in the system a possibly central computer unit having

a corresponding memory, which ensures the central management

of the individual functional scopes of the individual units

and, when required, transmits these directly or indirectly to

the control unit for forming the new modified functional scope

of the overall audio sound system via the bus system. The

computer unit is preferably connected to the system in a

detachable manner. By using a borrowed specific computer unit

by way of a temporary integration into the system via a

prepared interface in the bus system, the system may be
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provided with a new modified overall functional scope. This

makes for a very flexible system that is cost—effective for

the user. For example, via such a system, a new functionality,

for example a new type of 3D sound may be very simply entered

as a new functionality of the system, including the

operational guidance associated with this functionality, and

thus adapted to the individual requirements of the user in a

very simple, cost—effective and flexible manner. This makes it

possible in many cases to substitute the necessity of

replacing complete units or the entire audio sound system with

a pure reprogramming of the system, which in addition to the

mentioned advantages also has advantageous consequences with

respect to the waste of resources and the avoidance of waste

material.

A particularly simple and comfortable way of operating the

audio sound system is achieved by connecting the control unit,

the input unit and the display unit to one another in such a

way that, in accordance with the functional scope of the

overall system, specific operating menus are represented on

the display unit, which allow for the system to be operated in

a purposeful and simple manner with the aid of the input unit

on the basis of the representations on the display unit. The

operating menus may be specific for the individual

functionalities of the individual units, but they may also be

specific for the type of process for forming a new modified

functional scope of the overall system. In this connection, it

is possible to provide the display unit with an additional

voice output, which markedly increases the user—friend1iness

and operational reliability of the overall system. Likewise,

with comparable advantages, the input unit may also be

developed as a voice—controlled input unit.

It has turned out to be a preferred development of the audio

sound system to combine the input unit and the display unit
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into a single unit and to develop the latter preferably in

such a way that the display unit is subdivided into individual

segments, which are spatially associated with individual keys

of the input unit and which respectively represent the

operating function assigned to the associated key and control

the corresponding keys and the segments via the control unit

on the basis of the functional scope of the overall system in

such a way that the functions assigned to the keys and

represented on the associated segment may be triggered by

operating the keys. These developments make it possible to

construct the audio sound system in a very simple manner

having as few interfaces and units as possible, which

simplifies the management of the overall system, or the

control of the individual units, as well as the supply of the

system with the required power and thus makes the system less

susceptible to failures. This provides for a higher degree of

operational reliability and greater simplification of the

operation of the system. According to the described specific

embodiment, it is possible to accommodate a central unit as a

man—machine interface, made up of input unit and display unit,

in the vehicle, preferably in the dashboard, and to

accommodate all the other units such as tuner, CD player,

video player or the like in the motor vehicle in the location

adapted and optimized with respect to their function or the

possibilities of the vehicle and to connect these to one

another via the bus system in such a way that the required

control data and source data are transmitted in a targeted

manner. This makes it possible for example to situate the

radio tuner or TV tuner at the per se ideal location in the

area of the antenna and only transmit the source data output

by these tuners to the corresponding amplifier and the output

unit. The control operation occurs in this case via the

central unit, the man-machine interface, which affords the

user the possibility of operating all system components having
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their respective functional scopes. When changing the

functional scopes of the system by changing the functional

scopes of individual components or by adding or removing

individual components, the described system of the invention

may be reconfigured in a particularly simple and reliable

manner .

It has proved to be a preferred development of the present

invention that, in addition to the audio data, other

multimedia data, in particular video data, may be transmitted

and that corresponding units for generating these multimedia

data and corresponding units for representing these multimedia

data are provided. Particularly DVD players, CD ROM readers or

navigation devices should be mentioned as examples of units

for generating multimedia data, while LCD displays are

examples of units for representing these multimedia data. It

is especially this variety and the very dynamic development of

the multimedia field, with its specific multimedia data, the

specific informational scopes of the respective devices

including the manner of operating these devices, which reveals

the particular advantage of the system according to the

invention because this system is able to react at any time

flexibly to all possible changes of new devices in the

multimedia field and their specific developments and to adapt

the sound system simply and flexibly to the requirements. This

flexibility proves itself all the more, the higher the number

of units for generating audio and/or multimedia data since in

such systems modifications by replacement of the devices on

the part of the user and thus the modification of the

functional scope occurs much more frequently than in systems

having only one single unit for generating audio and/or

multimedia data. In such systems, the user is able to define

the functional scope of the overall system according to his

ideas and assign to it the corresponding control commands and
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operating commands for the future for operating the system.

In systems having multiple amplifier units for amplifying the

audio source data, the particular advantages of the system

according to the invention are revealed in a special way since

precisely these amplifier units, particularly if each for

itself has specifically associated units for converting the

amplified source data into sound waves, have a plurality of

different functionalities. This is all the more so since for

each associated loudspeaker each amplifier unit may be

provided with specific source data adapted to the location and

the other characteristics of the loudspeaker and specifically

amplified, which may express itself in different propagation

time delays, predistortions and the like. If for any reason

some component, particularly a unit for converting the

amplified source data, is modified, then the individual

functional scopes of the amplifier unit may be adapted in such

a way that the overall audio sound system having the new

modified unit for converting the amplified source data into

sound waves produces for the user the most ideal sound

experience possible. The system according to the invention

thus also makes it possible to change the functional scope in

such a way that for specific locations in the vehicle, which

the user is able to choose, a nearly ideal sound space may be

set respectively by using the various amplifier parameters

such as fader, balance, delay values, predistortion and the

like. Each new set of parameters represents a modified

functional scope, which may be used in a particularly simple

and flexible manner in the system according to the invention.

These advantages are obtained all the more if each unit for

converting the amplified source data into sound waves has an

amplifier of its own assigned to it, i.e. if so—cal1ed active

loudspeakers are used. Thus, depending on the type of use of

the active loudspeakers, these may be assigned a respectively
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specific functional scope as their functional scope, which in

accordance with the invention is then used, partially or in

its entirety, in the formation of the functional scope of the

overall system.

Preferably, the audio sound system is equipped with a timer,

which following the expiration of a specified time span

ensures the generation of the functional scope of the overall

system from the functional scopes of the individual units.

This system provides for an automated generation of the

functional scope of the overall system at regular intervals,

which allows for a very reliable and simple handling of the

system and of the possibilities of the system. If the

specified time span is developed to be adjustable, then the

individual requirements of the user may be taken into account

in an advantageous manner. If the user will want to adapt the

system frequently by adding or exchanging individual

components or removing individual components or simply adapt

it to the changed individual wishes of the respective user,

then he will set a shortened specified time span, while a user

who plans no changes or practically no changes will set for

the system a long time span until the reconfiguration of the

system. This adjustable, specified time span ensures the

user—friendliness of the system in a particular manner because

the system defines the functional scope of the overall system

automatically without actions on the part of the user in that

it makes use of the functional scopes of the individual units,

the components of the system and from these forms the overall

functional scope. Moreover, such a system proves to be

particularly reliable since the process of defining the new

functional scope always proceeds along a fixed course without

thereby limiting the flexibility of the system, i.e. taking

into account changes of the most various kinds.

The system is preferably developed in such a way that the

l0
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activation of the overall audio system or also of each

individual unit is detected and that this activation triggers

the formation of the functional scope of the overall System

from the functional scopes of the individual units. Here it

must be noted that the addition of a unit is equivalent to the

activation of this unit. This specific manner of triggering

the formation of the overall functional scope ensures in a

simple manner that at reduced management cost an overall

functional scope adapted to the individual components is

always provided, which automatically adapts to the changed

conditions, particularly when adding further components, i.e.

replacing individual components by removal and subsequent

addition. This ensures a very flexible system which is

reliable in its function due to the reduced management. This

system is particularly characterized by the fact that it is

not fully operational only for a very limited time,

particularly upon activation, since at this time the overall

functional scope must first be formed and as a result the

operation of the system is not possible for this time or

possible only in a limited way.

A particularly suitable overall system is a system which may

be prompted to form the overall functional scope of the

overall system with the aid of the operating unit. If the user

has the need to modify the sound system in its functional

scope or adapt it to the changed characteristics, he is able

to trigger the formation of the functional scope of the

overall system by activating one or several operating elements

of the operating unit. This ensures that the formation of the

functional scope is triggered, and the system thereby briefly

hindered in its operation, only when necessary. This ensures

the functionality of the overall system over nearly the entire

time. The system continues to ensure in an excellent manner a

reliable and flexible adaptation to the requirements and
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wishes of the user.

Furthermore, a preferred development of the audio sound system

has proved to be the ability to allow for the functional

scopes of the overall system and of the individual and/or all

units to be output via the display unit when prompted by the

user. Furthermore, it has proved advantageous to ensure by

appropriate operational guidance using the operating unit and

the display unit that individual partial functional scopes or

even entire functional scopes of individual components are

selected for use in forming the functional scope of the

overall system. After concluding the selection of the

individual selected functional scopes of the individual units,

the overall functional scope of the system is then formed, as

a result of which menus and functionalities corresponding to

the new overall functional scope are assigned to the operating

unit and display unit, as also now only the control commands

relevant for the limited, newly formed overall functional

scope of the system and thus the functionalities relevant for

the functionalities of the new overall functional scope of the

system are ensured for :he control unit and the individual

units. The system may thus be adapted very simply to the

wishes of the user and reduced to the extent of control

activity and management activity necessary for the desired

functional scope. Thus it is no longer necessary to support a

multitude of functionalities of the system which the user does

not desire. This makes it possible to increase the operational

reliability and functional reliability of the system markedly

without limiting the flexibility of the system.

Besides using the audio sound system in a motor vehicle, the

use of this system in an automobile camper or a house or an

apartment is advantageous since in these there also occur

comparable problems, in particular when adding additional

components in a system having units connected via a bus

12
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system. The comparable advantages are thus revealed as well,

especially when individual components are added, for example

when another room of the apartment is to be equipped with

units for converting audio source data into sound waves and is

possibly to be equipped with amplifiers. In a modification of

this kind, the system should be adapted to the new

requirements as simply, reliably, quickly and flexibly as

possible. In this respect, the use of the audio sound system

for a motor vehicle proves to be particularly advantageous in

the other environments.

The invention is explained below on the basis of an exemplary

embodiment as shown in Figure 1. The figure shows:

Figure 1 an audio sound system for a motor vehicle,

whose units [are connected] via a bus system

having a ring—shaped topology.

The audio sound system 1 for a motor vehicle shown in Figure 1

by way of example shows a control unit 2, an input unit 3, an

output unit 4 combined in one device which additionally has a

memory 9, the combined unit also being called a man-machine

interface MMI, a CD changer 5, an FM tuner 5 having an

associated memory 9, an amplifier unit 6 having two connected

loudspeakers 7, a navigation unit 11 having an associated

memory 9, a computer unit 10 having an integrated memory 9,

and a TV tuner 11. These individual components of audio sound

system 1 are connected to one another in a ring—shaped manner

via a bus system 8.

Control data, audio data as well as multimedia data are

transmitted via bus system 8. The individual components 3, 4,

5, 6, 11, 10 are controlled in accordance with their

functionalities or supplied with the data necessary for their

functioning in the system by control unit 2 of audio sound

system 12.
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The MMI 3, 4, 9 is Controlled in such a way for example that

display 4 is subdivided into individual segments, which are

spatially and functionally associated with individual keys of

the input unit, and that the segments present the operating

function of the key associated with this segment typically in

the form of a menu representation. Operating one of the keys

triggers the function represented on the associated segment of

display unit 4. These functions may be of the most varied

kinds such as for example, increase volume, lower volume,

loudness on or off, surround on or off, system off, sleep mode

on, increase or decrease bass, shift balance to the left or to

the right, switch to TV tuner, start input mode for

navigation, start equalizer programming and much more. This

representation allows the user to operate the entire system 1

via the one central input unit 3 and display unit 4. The data

required [for] the representation and the operation are stored

in memory 9 of the MMI. Not only the currently relevant data,

i.e. the current scope of operation and representation, are

stored, but also all kinds of other data that are relevant for

the MMI in its most general possibility of representation and

operation. These general data thus reveal the basic

possibilities and thus the functional scope of the MMI. The

latter is not necessarily identical with the currently active

functional scope.

The same holds for the other units for generating source data

such as the FM tuner with the associated integrated memory 9,

and navigation unit 11 with its integrated memory 9, which

preferably takes the form of a CD—ROM and is thus able to

represent a comprehensive functional scope. In addition to the

data regarding the possible functional scope of navigation

unit 11, this functional scope also includes the data

regarding the functional scope of the TV tuner. Because of the

possibility of exchanging the CD—ROM as a memory base, the
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possible functional scope may be very simply modified in the

form of a kind of software update.

In addition, the represented audio sound system shows a

computer unit l0 having an integrated memory 9. This computer

unit 10 is connected to bus system 8 via a detachable

interface (not shown) and is able to exchange data with the

other unit of system 1 via this interface. Memory 9 of

computer unit 10 stores for example the possible functional

scopes of CD changer 5 and of amplifier 6 and, is applicable,

of loudspeakers 7. Via an existing further standardized

interface such as RS 232, modified or new functional scopes

for individual units of the system may be imported into

computing unit 10 and, when needed, stored in its memory 9.

Since computing unit 10 is detachably connected to the bus

system, it is always possible to use it to perform a simple

check of the system in the manner of a regular service

including an integrated adaptation of the possible functional

scopes in a very simple manner. In this case, these possible

functional scopes are assigned to individual memories 9 of

system 1 and stored there, either in their entirety or to a

limited extent.

On the basis of the functional scope of the overall system 1

formed from the individual functional scopes of the individual

components, also called units of the system, the input unit 3

and display unit 4 combined into a central MMI is assigned

defined operating menus and command sequences regarding the

operating elements, on the basis of which the user is able to

operate the system. Furthermore, the set of control commands

between the individual components is selected in accordance

with the functional scope, which reduces the administrative

and organizational cost for operating the system. The

operational reliability is thereby increased as well since

fewer reciprocal effects between individual system states and

15
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corresponding functionalities have to be taken into account.

If now one of the units 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 is removed from

system 1, is replaced by another unit or another unit is

added, then this modification of the system is registered by

control unit 2. Thereupon, a method sequence for determining

the functional scope of audio sound system 1 is triggered

automatically. In this process, all of the functional scopes

of the individual units of the system are centrally registered

in sequence via bus system 8 and the functional scope of

overall system 1 is formed from the detected individual

functional scopes. This may be done by completely taking over

the individual functional scopes of individual units or by

taking them over partially. Which functionalities of a unit

are taken over into the functional scope of the overall system

may be determined from interactions of the individual units or

by individual selection on the part of the user of system 1.

One example of a limiting combination of units would be a

balance or fader function if the overall system only has one

single loudspeaker 7. In this case, control unit 2 would

detect that the fader or balance functionality of amplifier

unit 6 is not admissible in the current system configuration

having a single loudspeaker 7 and may thus not be taken over

into the functional scope of overall system 1. Limiting

factors may also be based on the properties of individual

units.

Furthermore, the user of the system may also trigger a

modification of the functional scope by operating a certain

key or key combination of input unit 3 without intervening in

the individual units of the system ~ exchange, removal or

addition of units. In the process, the user may define a

functional scope agreeable to him. This then occurs by

accordingly selecting the individual functionalities of the
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individual units of the system with the aid of operating unit

3 and display unit 4. In the process, the possible

functionalities are displayed in display unit 4 and selected

by specific operation of the keys of operating unit 3 to be

taken over into the functional scope of overall system 1. This

is done for all units whose functional scope is freely

selectable. It is also possible to enter only the changes to

the existing functional scope of the overall system, that is,

according to the wishes of the user, individual

functionalities are deleted from the functional scope or new

functionalities are added to the existing functional scope. On

the basis of the newly defined functional scope of the system,

the corresponding operating menus are represented in display

unit 4 and the command scopes corresponding to this functional

scope are assigned to the keys of operating unit 3 and the

control commands corresponding to this functional scope are

exchanged between the individual units, in particular between

control unit 2 and the specific unit.

This possibility ensures that each user is able to produce a

functional scope of the overall system in accordance with his

own requirements, without respectively having to fall back on

other new components. Because of the individual option of

defining the functional scope, one and the same audio sound

system may display completely different faces and modes of

behavior. One user reveals himself as a complete purist in

terms of the type of operation, which is why it is entirely

sufficient for him to be able to control the volume and to

select the signal source. This user would be bothered by any

additional functionality and will find this purist functional

scope most appealing. The other user would like to have all

possible intervention options and functionalities of each

individual unit of the system at his disposal and will

therefore take over all possible functionalities into the
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functional scope of the overall system. The previously

mentioned user would be completely overwhelmed by such a

system, while this user finds it very appealing. Especially

because this system gives him the option at any time to

exchange individual components with other components having a

greater functional scope or to add additional components and

thereby to adapt the functional scope to the respective

conditions in a simple and reliable manner without a

complicated intervention into the system. It is possible, for

example, to replace the hitherto simple, monochromatic, small-

area display unit with a polychromatic display, which

therefore allows for completely different and more comfortable

operating menus and thereby facilitates use. This adaptation

of the functional scope always results from the reciprocal

communication of the individual units via bus system B. The

disclosed audio sound system provides a very flexible, cost-

effective and reliably modifiable system, which is easily

adapted to individual requirements.
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List of reference numerals

audio sound system

control unit

input unit for operating the System (1)

display unit

unit for generating the source data in the form of audio

data

amplifier unit for amplifying the source data,

loudspeaker

bus system

memory

computer unit

unit for generating multimedia data.
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What Is Claimed Is:

An audio sound system (1) for a motor vehicle having a

control unit (2), having an input unit (3) for operating

the system (1), having a display unit (4), having a unit

(5) for generating the source data in the form of audio

data, having an amplifier unit (6) for amplifying the

source data, having one or multiple loudspeakers (7) and

having a bus system (8), which ensures the transmission

of the source data and the control data for controlling

the units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) between the individual units

(2; 3. 4. 5. 5. 7).

wherein

at least one unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) of the system (1)

distinct from the control unit (2) has an associated

memory (9), in which the functional scope of this unit

(3, 4, 5, 6, 7) is represented, and this functional scope

is transmittable via the bus (8) to the control unit (2)

and in the latter the transmitted functional scope may be

used at least partially for forming the functional scope

of the overall system (1).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 1,

wherein

the memory (9) associated with a unit (3; 4: 5: 5: 7) iS

a part of this unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 1,

wherein

the memory (9) associated with the unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

is part of a computer unit (10) that is connected to the

unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) via the bus system (8) and that is

spatially separated from the other units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
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7).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 3,

wherein

the memory (9) associated with the unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

is developed in the computer unit (10) so as to be

capable of having modified functional scopes written into

it.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of Claims 3 through 4,

wherein

the computer unit (10) is detachably connected to the

system (1) via a prepared interface in the bus system

(8).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the control unit (2), the input unit (3) and the display

unit (4) are connected to one another in such a way that

the operating menus required for operating the overall

system (1) are representable in accordance with the

functional scope of the overall system (1) via the

display unit (4) and the system (1) may be operated with

the aid of the input unit (3) on the basis of the

representations on the display unit (4).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 6,

wherein

the input unit (3) and the display unit (4) are combined

in a single unit (3, 4).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in
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Claim 7,

wherein

the display unit (4) is subdivided into individual

segments, which are spatially associated with individual

keys of the input unit (3) and which represent the

operating function assigned respectively to the

associated key, and the assignment of the operating

function of the keys and the representation of the

operating function on the individual segments is selected

by the control unit (2) on the basis of the functional

scope of the overall system (1).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

in addition to the audio data, other multimedia data, in

particular video data, may be transmitted, and

corresponding units (11) for generating these multimedia

data, in particular DVD players, and corresponding units

for representing these multimedia data, in particular

displays, are provided.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims, in particular Claim 9,

wherein

multiple units (5, 11) are provided in the system for

generating audio and/or multimedia data.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the system (1) multiple amplifier units (6) are provided

[sic] for amplifying the audio source data, which are

spatially associated respectively with one or multiple

loudspeakers (7) and are connected to these in such a way
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that these are exclusively controlled by the specifically

amplified audio data.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the system (1) has a timer, by which, following the

expiration of a specified time span, the formation of the

functional scope of the overall system (1) from the

functional scopes of the individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 11) is developed to be triggerable.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 12,

wherein

the specified time span for forming the functional scope

of the overall system (1) [is] developed to be

adjustable.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding Claims 1 through 11,

wherein

the system (1) is developed in such a way that when

switching on the overall audio sound system (1) or one

individual unit (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11), the formation of

the functional scope of the overall system (1) from the

functional scopes of the individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 11) is thereby triggerable.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the output of the status of the functional scopes of the

overall system (1) and/or of individual and/or all units

(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ll) via the display unit (4) is

triggerable via the operating unit (3).

23
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The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the formation of the functional scope of the overall

system (1) from the functional scopes of the individual

units (2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) is triggerable via the

operating unit (3).

A use of the audio sound system (1) for a motor vehicle

as recited in one of the preceding claims in an

automobile camper, a house or in an apartment.

A method [for] defining the functional scope of an audio

sound system (1) as recited in one of the preceding

Claims 1 through 16,

wherein

in the event of a modification of the system (1), in

particular by adding another unit (5, 11) for generating

source data, and in the associated modification of the

functional scope of the system (1), the control unit (2)

is provided by the individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

11) with their unit—specific functional scope from the

memories (9) associated with these units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 11) and combines these unit—specific functional scopes

in their entirety or partially into a new overall

functional scope of the overall system (1), and

subsequently the control unit (2) controls the individual

units in accordance with this overall functional scope

and the generated source date are accordingly assigned to

the individual corresponding units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11)

in the system.

The method [for] defining the functional scope of an

audio sound system as recited in Claim 18,

wherein
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the control unit (2), in accordance with the overall

functional scope, supplies the input (3) and the display

unit (4) with data in such a way that the user of the

sound system (1) is able individually to adjust the

individual parameters of the functions of the system (1)

such as for example the volume, bass, treble, fader,

balance, equalizer, etc.

The method [for] defining the functional scope of an

audio sound system as recited in Claim 18 and/or 19,

wherein

the control unit (2), in accordance with this overall

functional scope, supplies the input unit (3) and the

display unit (4) with data in such a way that the user of

the sound system (1) is able to call up via corresponding

operating menus the individual functions of the

individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) for generating

source data of the system such as for example

activating/deactivating play, track jump, repeat, fast

forward, rewind, frequency change, frequency band change,

mute, traffic report, starting station scan,

activating/deactivating RDS functions etc.
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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 39, 40, 42-45, 48-51, and 53-60 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Knockeart et al., US Patent Number 6,622,083 (hereinafter

Knockeart) in view of Kim, US Patent Number 6,681,120 (hereinafter Kim).

Regarding claims 39, 50, and 58, Knockeart discloses an audio system

comprising: a portable device having a physical interface configured to releasably

engage a contacting portion of an interconnection system to form at least a portion of a

communication path between the portable device and a separate electronic device,

wherein the physical interface has a generally rectangular shape and is configured to

couple a first conductive element of the interconnection system with a component of the

portable device that outputs data; and a wireless communication module operable to

receive an incoming telephone call; and an audio output engine configured to output

information representing a played audio file to the separate electronic device via the

physical interface [fig. 5; col. 1: lines 39-50; col. 3: lines 37-38; col. 4: liens 32-67; col. 6:

lines 29-38; col. 7: lines 65-67; col. 7: lines 65-67].

What Knockeart does not specifically disclose is coupling a second conductive

element of the interconnection system with a recharging circuit of the portable device
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and altering an outputting of the played audio file in connection with a receipt of the

incoming telephone call. However, Kim teaches these limitations [col. 1: lines 47-53;

col. 3: lines 41-65].

Knockeart and Kim are combinable because they are from the same field of

endeavor, which is, outputting data from a portable device to a separate electronic

device. At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art to modify Knockeart to include Kim. The motivation for this modification, as

suggested by Kim, would have been to interrupt the audio output in order to ensure that

the user does not miss a telephone call [col. 3: lines 49-53].

Regarding claims 40, 51, and 59, Knockeart teaches an engine configured to

communicate data from the portable device to the separate electronic device to allow

the separate electronic device to present an icon on a display of the separate electronic

device such that the icon: (a) is a soft button that is linked to a particular audio file saved

at the portable device; (b) is selectable by a user via the separate electronic device; and

(c) is configured to respond to a user selection by causing the separate electronic

device to request the portable device to begin playing the particular audio file [col. 2:

lines 46-47; col. 4: lines 52-67; col. 6: lines 22-28; col. 12: lines 3-15].

Regarding claims 42 and 53, Knockeart discloses the interconnection system

further comprises an FM modulator [col. 1: line 22].

Regarding claim 43, Knockeart discloses the separate electronic device includes

a wireless receiver [col. 2: lines 28-30].
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Regarding claims 44, 48, and 55, Knockeart discloses a housing component of

the wireless device that at least partially defines an enclosure, wherein the wireless

communication module and the audio output engine are secured within the enclosure;

a front surface of the wireless device that comprises a display, wherein the display

represents more than half of a total width of the front surface and more than half of a

total length of the front surface; and an interface programming engine located within the

enclosure and configured to allow a user to alter a displayed selectable icon [fig. 4; col.

2: lines 46-47; col. 4: lines 52-67; col. 6: lines 22-28; col. 12: lines 3-15, 38-41].

Regarding claims 45, 56, and 60, Kim discloses the portable device is configured

to accept an over the air download of an application that allows the portable device to

request an audio stream representing a local broadcast signal for a channel located

remote from a then current location of the portable device and a different over the air

download of a media, further wherein the media is selected from a group consisting of

an audio file, a video file, a piece of software, a book, and a message [col. 5: lines 1-5].

Regarding claims 49 and 54, Knockeart discloses the portable device comprising

a front surface having a length and a width, wherein the length is longer than the width

[fig. 4]. However, Knockeart does not teach that the physical interface is located on a

lengthwise side of the portable device. However, the Examiner takes Official Notice that

locating the physical interface to the lengthwise side of the portable device is well

known in the art. The motivation for this modification would have been a matter of

design choice that lacks criticality to the overall function of the invention.
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Regarding claim 57, Knockeart discloses the wireless device comprises a

generally rectangular housing having a display that substantially predominates a face of

the housing [fig. 4].

3. Claims 41 and 52 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Knockeart and Kim in view of Sorscher, US Patent Number 4,807,292 (hereinafter

Sorscher).

Regarding claims 41 and 52, Knockeart and Kim do not specifically disclose

wherein the interconnection system is operable to couple the portable device to a power

supply of an automobile. However, Sorscher teaches this limitation [col. 1: lines 23-26;

col. 2: lines 10-30].

Knockeart, Kim, and Sorscher are combinable because they are from the same

field of endeavor, which is, outputting data from a portable device to a separate

electronic device. At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to modify the combination of Knockeart and Kim to include

Sorscher. The motivation for this combination would have been conserve battery power

of the portable device.

Conclusion

4. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Pudsey, EP 0333330, discloses an information distribution

system.
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5. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Erika A. Gary whose telephone number is 571-272-

7841. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Dwayne Bost can be reached on 571-272-7023. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

PatentApp|ication Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/EAG/

November 7, 2009

/Erika A. Garyl

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2617
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INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

This invention relates to an information distribu-

tion system and more particularly, but not exclu-
sively, to a system which is suitable for use in road
vehicle navigation.

A number of road vehicle navigation systems

have been proposed but difficulties have been ex-
perienced in establishing them. The proposed sys-
tems fall into two classes. In the first class, the

navigation equipment is carried by the vehicle and
is autonomous. and in the second class, commu-

nication is required between co-operating fixed in-
stallations and on-board equipment.

An autonomous navigation system is one in
which apparatus carried by a vehicle functions
without reference to external equipment. in one

such system, the apparatus includes a digitised
road map of the country which is used in conjunc-
tion with compass and odometer information to
give navigational directions. Even a simple autono-
mous system is complex and hence relatively ex-
pensive, and thus only a small market exists for
systems of this type.

In the second class of navigation system,
equipment carried by the vehicle co-operates with
a network of transponders distributed over a region.

Although the apparatus carried by the vehicle itself
may be cheaper than that associated with an
autonomous system, complicated and expensive
computer controlled equipment is necessary to en-
able the system to be implemented. Also, until an
extensive infrastructure exists covering at least part
of the country, this type of system is not viable.

The present invention seeks to provide an in-
formation distribution system which is relatively
easy and inexpensive to implement.

According to the invention there is provided an
information distribution system comprising: a cord-
less telephone base station which includes storage
means arranged to store navigational information
additional to that required to operate its telephone
service; and means capable of accessing the
stored information.

Although the invention is particularly applicable
to the distribution of information relating to naviga-
tion, it should be understood that in its broadest

aspect the invention is applicable to the distribution
of all ciasses of information.

A great advantage of a system in accordance
with the invention is that, when the second genera-
tion of cordless telephones (known as CT2) be-
come available, there will be a rapid expansion in
what are termed "telepoints". A telepoint consists
of one or more base stations fitted in a public place
for use by members of the public carrying a porta-
ble cordless telephone handset. Telepoints need

not necessarily form part of a CT2 network; they
may also conform to other operating specifications.
it is envisaged that an extensive network of cord-
less telephone base stations will be set up. These
may include stored information such as weather
reports, local traffic information and any other data
which people may wish to access.

Where the information relates to navigation, the
base stations can be incorporated into a navigation
system, thus avoiding the need to set up a dedi-
cated nationwide distribution of transponders for

use in a navigation system alone. The navigational
information stored at the base station may be

merely a road junction number for example, but
more usefully it would include detailed information
regarding a junction where the base station is lo-
cated and the most favourable road to take for a

given destination. There may be more than one
base station at a junction or its approaches, par-

ticularly where the road layout is complicated.
Where the information is not related to navigational
uses, it may still be advantageous to locate the
base station near a road junction for easy access

by vehicle occupants of stored information.
It is preferred that the means for accessing the

stored information is a cordless telephone handset.
As the CT2 network becomes well established.

many vehicles will carry a CT2 handset for use as
a telephone. This is highly advantageous in estab-
lishing. in particular. a navigation system in accor-
dance with the invention as many people already

owning handsets for telephone use would be willing
to subscribe to a navigation system which would
not require the purchase of additional equipment.

It is preferred that the means for accessing the
stored additional information is connectable to an

aerial carried by a road vehicle, thus increasing the
range over which the information may be accessed
and enabling amplification of any audible informa-
tion received from the base station. It is also pre-
ferred that the means for accessing the information
is connectable to a display device which is ar-

ranged to visually display the accessed informa-
tion. for example on a vehicle dash-board, although
the means for accessing may itself incorporate a
display. In a particularly advantageous embodiment
of the invention. means are included which are

capable of audibly conveying accessed information
to an operator. This may be achieved by including
a voice synthesiser at the telephone base station.
The person requiring information from the base
station would simply interrogate the base station
using the means for accessing the stored informa-
tion and the required information would be trans-
mitted to him both in visual and audible form.
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It is preferred that the stored information at the
base station is more detailed for local surroundings
than for more distant locations. This permits a

relatively small storage capacity to be used whilst
ensuring that adequate data is available to an en-
quirer. This feature is particularly advantageous
where the information is navigational information.

giving details of preferred routes to a desired des-
tination. for example.

It is preferred that means are included for up-
dating the stored information. This may then be
used to take into account any road-works or other

problems or changes which might arise. Advanta-
geously, the stored information is up-dated by a
remote communication terminal.

Preferably. means are included for transmitting
to the base station information regarding a desired
destination. This may then be used by the base
station to provide information concerning a correct
route for a vehicle to follow. However, the base

station which holds navigational data might merely
transmit information relating to all roads at a junc-
tion rather than transmitting only the information
specific to a particular destination.

Advantageously, the information to be acces-
sed is represented by a numerical code, as this
permits a conventional telephone handset to be

used. Possibly, the code may be the post code of
a destination, but advantageously, the numerical
code is representative of a map reference where
the information is related to a destination. If it is

wished to provide for an alpha input, the handset
may be fitted with an additional digital input/output
terminal to be used with an external key-pad. The

code may be input into the accessing means and
stored for easy retrieval when it is wished to inter-
rogate a base station.

It is preferred that means are included at the
base station for automatically logging each acces-
sion of the stored information, This enables provi-

sion to be made for charging for use of the service.
It is preferred that a plurality of base stations

are distributed as a network over a region. It may
be advantageous that where the stored information
is up-dated at one base station, it is automatically
up-dated at another.

One way in which the invention may be per-
formed is now described by way of example, with
reference to the accompanying drawing, in which
the sole Figure schematically illustrates an informa-
tion distribution system in accordance with the in-
vention.

With reference to the Figure, a system in ac-
cordance with the invention which can be used for

road vehicle navigation and to distribute information
relating to other matters comprises a plurality of
cordless telephone base stations 1, 2 and 3, only
some of which are shown, which are distributed

throughout the country. Each base station 1, 2 and
3 is a telepoint which has been modified to incor-
porate a store containing navigational and other
additional information to that which it requires for
its operation as part of the telephone service, a
micro-processor and a voice-synthesizer. There
may be more than one base station associated with
a junction, this being especially useful where the
road layout is complex.

When a driver approaches a junction which is
indicated, for example by a symbol on a road sign,
to have a modified telepoint. he may access the
stored information to determine which road to take

if he requires navigational assistance or other addi-
tional information held at the telepoint. in this em-
bodiment of the invention, the means for accessing
the stored information is a cordless telephone han-
dset 4, but it could be a dedicated unit.

For navigational use, at the beginning of his
journey, the driver keys in a code on the handset 4
representing his desired destination. the code be-
ing numerical and based on map references. When
he reaches a junction having a base station 1, he
presses a button which causes the stored destina-
tion code and a handset identification code to be

transmitted, communication being established be-
tween the handset 4 and the base station 1 via the
vehicle's radio aerial 5. The transmission also in-
cludes an indication that destination information is

required. This is detected at 6 and applied to the
storage and processing circuits concerned with
navigation data. A processor 7 determines whether
the destination required is a local one, using the
first two digits of the destination code. if it is, the
code is applied to a look-up table 8 which lists
destination codes against appropriate local naviga-
tional information. the whole code being used to
retrieve the stored data. If the destination is distant,

only the first two digits of the code are required to
retrieve the requested information from a second
look-up table 9. The accessed information is
passed to a transmitter 10 which includes a voice -
synthesiser. The transmission is recieved by the
handset 4 in the vehicle and is presented audibly

and visually via a display 11 provided on the hand-
set 4. in this equipment, the handset 4 is also
connected to a larger display 12 on the dash-board
of the vehicle for the convenience of the driver.
The driver than uses the retrieved information to

select the correct turning. -
The base station 1 also stores other types of

information. If a person wishes to access weather
report information, he keys in the appropriate code
on the handset 4. The detector 6 at the base

station 1, on receipt of this code, directs the in-
formation request to another storeage means 13.
and again, the retrieved data is transmitted at 10.

The base station 1 records the identification
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code associated with the handset 4 at a store 14
when data is accessed. This may be recorded on a

tape which is collected and used to calculate

charges for use of the system, or may be transmit-
ted to a remote communication terminal 15.

Road works and accidents for example. may
alter the best choice of routes to a given destina-
tion. The remote communication terminal 15 in-

cluded in the system may be such that it is able to
access the look-up tables 8, 9 and 13 to enter
revised and up-dated information. In a more so-
phisticated version of the system. information sent
to one base station 1 which would also affect the

directions given by a second base station 2 is
automatically also transmitted to the second base
station 2. in one version of the system. each base
station is able to transmit information to the remote
communication terminal 15. For example, some
indication of the number of vehicles travelling along

a particular route may be given to enable any
appropriate changes in directional information to be
made.

Claims

1. An information distribution system compris-

ing: a cordless telephone base station (12.3) which
includes storage means (8,9.13) arranged to store
information additional to that required to operate its

telephone service: and means (4) capable of ac-
cessing the stored additional information.

2. A system as claimed in claim 1 wherein the
means capable of accessing the stored additional
information is a cordless telephone handset (4).

3. A system as claimed in claim 1 or 2 wherein
the stored additional information (8,9) is naviga-
tional information.

4. A system. as claimed in claim 3 wherein the

navigational information concerns road vehicle navi-
gation.

5. A system as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the base station is located in the vicinity of

a road junction.

6. A system as claimed in claim 5 and includ-
ing a plurality of base stations in the vicinity of a
road junction.

7. A system as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the means (4) capable of accessing the
stored information is connectable to an aerial (5)

carried by a road vehicle.
8. A system as claimed in any preceding claim

wherein the means (4) capable of accessing the
information includes a display device (11) arranged
to visually display accessed information.

9. A system as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the means (4) capable of accessing the
information is connectable to a display device (12)

arranged to visually display accessed information.
10. A system as claimed in any preceding

claim and including means (10) capable of audibly —
conveying accessed information to an operator.

11. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim wherein the base station includes a voice

synthesizer (10) arranged to articulate accessed
information.

12. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim wherein the stored additional information is
more detailed for local information (8) than for that

relating to more distant locations (9).
13. A system as claimed in any preceding

claim and including means (15) for updating the
stored additional information.

14. A system as claimed in claim 13 wherein
the stored information is up-dated by means of a
remote communication terminal (15).

15. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim and including means (4) for transmitting to
the base station information regarding a desired
destination.

16. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim wherein the information to be accessed is

represented by a numerical code.
17. A system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein the means (4) capable of accessing
includes storage means for storing data regarding
information to be accessed.

18. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim and including means (14) for automatically
logging each accession of the stored information.

19. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim and including means for transmitting to the
base station an identification code associated with

the means capable of accessing.
20. A system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein the base station includes means for

transmitting information to a remote communication
terminal (15).

21. A system as claimed in claim 20 wherein
information transmitted to the remote communica-

tion terminal (15) includes identification codes as-

sociated with means for accessing stored informa-
tlon

22. A system as claimed in claim 20 or 21
wherein information transmitted to the remote com-

munication terminal (15) includes data relating to
traffic travelling to a particular destination.

23. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim and including a plurality (1,2,3) of base sta-
tions distributed as a network over a region.
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24. A system as claimed in claim 23 wherein
up-dated information to one of the base stations is
automatically up-dated in another.
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